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Trade &
Student Books

NATURE

Around the World
in 80 Plants
Jonathan Drori,
illustrations by Lucille Clerc
●● An inspirational and beautifully illustrated book that
tells the stories of 80 plants from around the globe
●● Includes surprising facts about familiar plants
as well as lesser known plants that have had an
important influence
●● Follow-up to the bestselling Around the World
in 80 Trees
In his follow-up to the bestselling Around the World
in 80 Trees, Jonathan Drori takes another trip across
the globe, bringing to life the science of plants by
revealing how their worlds are intricately entwined
with our own history, culture, and folklore. From the
seemingly familiar tomato and dandelion to the
eerie mandrake and Spanish ’moss’ of Louisiana,
each of these stories is full of surprises. Some have
a troubling past, while others have ignited human
creativity or enabled whole civilizations to flourish.
With a colorful cast of characters all brought to life
by illustrator Lucille Clerc, this is a botanical journey
of beauty and brilliance.
AUTHOR

Jonathan Drori CBE is a Trustee of The
Eden Project, an Ambassador for the
WWF, and was for nine years Trustee of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and
The Woodland Trust. He is a Fellow of

978 1 78627 230 0
150 illustrations
216 pages
9¼ x 6 ins

the Linnean Society and the Zoological

$24.99

Society of London, and a former

Hardcover

documentary filmmaker with the BBC.

APR 2021

Lucille Clerc is a French illustrator
who studied at ENSAAMA in Paris and at
Central Saint Martins in London. She has
worked with international fashion houses,
museums and Historic Royal Palaces and
The Palace of Versailles.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Around the World in 80 Trees
04

INFO
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NATURE

Forage
Wild plants to gather, cook,and eat
Liz Knight, illustrations by
Rachel Pedder-Smith
●● Foraging is a very popular back-to-nature activity
which can be enjoyed by anybody
●● Cooking with wild plants is a strong culinary
trend, increasingly being adopted by mainstream
restaurants
●● The featured plants are found in countries all over
the world, and the recipes will reflect this
●● Each plant is beautifully illustrated by Rachel
Pedder-Smith, a top botanical artist, giving this
book strong gift appeal
Forage is a celebration of edible plants that can be
found throughout the world. In some countries they
are now forgotten as food, but in others they are
still celebrated for their value as nutritious, delicious
ingredients. Journeying through 50 globally populated
edible plants, the book explores the culture and history
of our wild food. Stunning botanical illustrations
by artist Rachel Pedder-Smith accompany each
plant, alongside delicious recipes inspired by the
global cuisine.
AUTHOR

Liz Knight is one of the UK’s leading
wild food experts. Teaching foraging
courses across the UK and running
an acclaimed wild food business, her
ambrosial, globally influenced recipes

INFO

978 1 78627 736 7
150 illustrations
224 pages
9½ x 7½ ins

have led many sceptics to eat their

$24.99

words and their weeds.

Hardcover
MAR 2021

06

INTERIOR DESIGN

The New Mindful Home
And how to make it yours
Joanna Thornhill
●● Responds to the move toward a simpler, greener,
and more conscious lifestyle
●● Useful and detailed approach to the subject
combined with inspirational photographs
●● Includes practical projects for customizing
your home
How do you create a sanctuary that calms and
revives you? With the same practical attention
to problem solving as in My Bedroom is an Office,
author Joanna Thornhill helps you to create an
environment that you will always want to come
home to. The book examines and demystifies living
with intention, slow living, creating supportive room
layouts, considering mindful effects of color, and
embracing natural and sustainable elements in
your home. Enhanced by beautiful contemporary
photography, this is an interior design book for a
generation who want to consider more carefully
how they live.
AUTHOR

Joanna Thornhill is a London-based
interiors stylist and writer. She works
for clients ranging from TV and magazine
publishing to retailers and online,
including trend forecasting for WGSN-

INFO

978 1 78627 899 9
160 illustrations
144 pages
9 x 6⅜ ins

lifestyle. She is the author of Home

$19.99

for Now (2014) and My Bedroom is an

Flexibind

Office (2019).

APR 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

My Bedroom is an Office
07

TRAVEL

Go Lightly
How to travel without hurting the planet
Nina Karnikowski
●● Gives the reader tools and objectives to enable
them to travel as sustainably as possible
●● Covers footprint-light holidays, and introduces
eco-adventure heroes for inspiration
●● Handbook size and structure makes this book
great to read and travel with
This sustainable travel handbook inspires readers
to explore our fascinating planet without causing
it further harm. Ten chapters help you go lightly,
including how to choose the least impactful
methods of travel, how best to protect wildlife,
how to pack with more consideration, and how to
implement mindful practices into each travel day,
Go Lightly gives the reader a tool kit of fresh ideas
for traveling more consciously. The book also covers
eco-friendly adventures including biking, boating,
and camping, and introduces us to some of the
world’s most inspiring eco-adventure pioneers.
AUTHOR

Nina Karnikowski is based in the
Australian surf town of Byron Bay. She
writes travel stories for newspapers,
magazines, and websites, and has written
about and traveled to over 60 countries.

978 1 78627 892 0
30 illustrations
144 pages
7⅞ x 5⅛ ins

In response to climate change, she is now

$19.99

revolutionizing her practices. She is the

Hardcover

author of Make a Living Living.

APR 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Make a Living Living
08

INFO

NATURE

Cut & Dry
A modern guide to drying and
styling flowers
Carolyn Dunster
●● Strong new floristry and dried flower
decorating trend
●● First book to tackle this subject for a younger
generation
●● Leading author and florist, strongly involved
in this new trend
Carolyn Dunster breathes new life into the ageold art of growing, drying and displaying flowers
in ways that will bring a natural vibe to any room.
An emerging interior trend that is gathering
momentum, dried flowers are also gaining
popularity as a sustainable approach to floristry.
The book is an ideal purchase for anyone wanting to
discover the art of growing and drying flowers, as
well as for those wanting to decorate their homes
with modern floral displays that will last.
INFO
AUTHOR

978 1 78627 889 0

Carolyn Dunster trained in floristry with

170 illustrations

Jane Packer. She now works as a stylist

176 pages

and designer, exhibiting at garden and
flower festivals around the UK. She is
author of Urban Flowers (published by
Frances Lincoln, 2017).

9⅛ x 6⅝ ins
$24.99
Hardcover
APR 2021
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PHOTOGRAPHY/ SOCIAL MEDIA

Take Your Selfie
Seriously
The Advanced Selfie and
Self-Portrait Handbook
Sorelle Amore
●● Selfies are now arguably the world’s most popular
form of self-expression
●● For anyone interested in improving their socialmedia profile (that’s almost everyone ...)
●● Author Sorelle Amore has a huge social media
following, and also runs successful online site
“The Advanced Selfie University”
Existing in today’s world without photos of yourself
is hardly possible, existing without great photos of
yourself can be crippling. Take Your Selfie Seriously
walks you through the fundamentals of taking the
perfect selfie—the gear, pose, facial expression,
outfit choice, story, composition, lighting, and
more. Posting your selfie is an opportunity for you to
declare visually who you are and what you aspire to
be. Take it seriously and you’ll unleash a whole new
world of opportunity and potential in the process.
AUTHOR

Sorelle Amore is a leading influencer
who runs the “Advanced Selfie” page
among others. In 2017 Amore won the Best
Job On The Planet competition where she
was selected among 17,000 applicants

978 1 78627 904 0
122 illustrations
144 pages
7⅞ x 5¾ ins

to travel the world and post about it.

$12.99

She has been featured in Huffington

Paperback

Post, Business Insider, ABC News,

MAY 2021

Travel+Leisure, News.com.au, and so
many more.

10

INFO

SOCIAL MEDIA

Get TikTok Famous Fast
Will Eagle
●● A simple guide to building your TikTok empire –
while also having fun!
●● Interviews, advice, strategies, ideas and tips from
top TikTok stars, and industry insiders
●● Grab your phone, your friends, your dog, and start
making content today
Get TikTok Famous Fast is a bite-sized guide to
building your own empire on TikTok and using
it as a launch-pad for your personal brand and
media career. Top TikTok stars and industry insiders
provide their tips on how be a hit, how to make
your content the best possible, how to tap into the
latest memes and trends, how to edit and – most
importantly – how to grow your following. Grab your
phone and your friends and start making fameworthy content today!
AUTHOR

Will Eagle is a former YouTube and
Brand Strategist for Google, working
with their largest brand clients. He
is currently an active advisor and
brand consultant for several exciting
companies.

INFO

978 1 78627 921 7
60 illustrations
128 pages
7⅜ x 5⅜ ins
$16.99
Hardcover
APR 2021

11

DIY

How to Build a Bike
(in a Weekend)
Alan Anderson, illustrations by
Lee John Phillips
●● Cycling continues to grow in popularity,
especially as a safer way to travel in a
pandemic era
●● Teaches achievable new skills with a real,
tangible benefit
●● Easy to follow and read, with attractive,
clear illustration
The bike that is most fun to ride is the bike that
you have made yourself, and the good news is
that anyone can do it. This simple guide walks you
through the process, from working out what you
need, creating the specification, sourcing parts,
to the enjoyable weekend spent building your new
bike from scratch. Beautifully illustrated by Lee
John Phillips, the book is a useful self-purchase
and equally makes a great gift for cyclists and
hobbyists.
AUTHOR

Alan Anderson has toured Europe and all
over England on his bike, and written
a successful book about cycle culture,
history and sport. Passionate about the
benefits of bike riding for all, he is

978 1 78627 894 4
300 illustrations
128 pages
8¾ x 6⅛ ins

also enthusiastic about the mindful joy

$19.99

of fixing, tuning, and fettling a bicycle

Hardcover

to perfection.

MAY 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

How to Build a Motorbike
12
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SELF HELP

Back on Your Bike
All the Stuff You Need to Know to Be a
Cyclist Again
Alan Anderson, illustrations by
David Sparshott
●● Timely: the post-covid world means many of us are
having to rediscover cycling and tackle the commute
●● Huge grass-roots trend, also associated with
environmental needs
●● Mixes lifestyle with just the right amount of practical
advice for maintaining your bike, and road-safety
advice for gaining confidence on the road
●● Experienced author who has written two
How wheels work:
bicycle books

Spoke tension and nipples

Take a moment to understand your wheel. The spokes
hookdusted
into the
huboldatbike
the and
centre, and are screwed into
Many of us have recently
off an
got back in the saddle
the first
theforouter
rim.time
At in
theyears.
point where a spoke meets the rim
This book is a confidence
builder
the nervous
you will
seefor
a small
bolt or ‘nipple’. These sit in the rim,
new or re-newed cyclist. In three clear stages
and the spokes, which are threaded, screw into them. By
the book covers the benefits of cycling, looking
rotating
thetrips
nipple
you
can, therefore, tighten or loosen
after your bike thereby
avoiding
to the
bike
spoke.
Spokeadvice
nipples
come in different profiles,
workshop, and aboveeach
all, the
real-world
you
need to become a confident
commuter
which iscycling
why spoke
toolsand
have differently shaped apertures.
road user. Engagingly written by cycling expert and
Experiment until you find the one that grips your spokes’
author Alan Anderson, all this comes in a small,
nipples
snugly.
readable format, with
attractive
illustrations by
David Sparshott.
AUTHOR

1

Alan Anderson’s first book about cycling,
Muck, Sweat and Gears (Carlton), is now
in its third edition and has sold over

Locate any loose spokes

35,000 copies in the UK. Also author

Pluck all the spokes on the wheel
of How to Build a Bike in a Weekend, he
(as you would a harp) to make
volunteers at a community bike workshop
sure they are evenly tensioned
during the week, and rides the UK’s
and give you a similar note. If one
Sussex Downs at the weekend
is loose, tighten its nipple with

INFO

978 1 78627 926 2
55 illustrations
128 pages

anticlockwise
the spoke
7¼ turns
x 4¾ of
ins
tool until it feels
about as tense
$17.99
as the other spokes (producing a
Hardcover
similar tone when plucked).
APR 2021

use,
or
r
pads
out.
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MUSIC

Amy Winehouse
Lives of the Musicians (Series)
Kate Solomon
●● Part of the “Lives of the Musicians” series:
highly readable short biographies of the most
popular musicians
●● In her intense, brief life, Amy Winehouse’s music
spoke directly to millions. Since her death in 2011,
her fans have only grown in number
●● There is no other mini biography like this of
Amy Winehouse
Amy Winehouse was one of those pop stars that
comes along so rarely we’re not sure we knew what
we had when we had her. Her story speaks to us
not because the relentless tabloid coverage of her
darker days unfolded in real time, but because she
tapped into deeply personal yet universal feelings
and displayed them to us in all their painful, raw
glory. She turned our demons into something we
could dance and sing to, and she skewered those
who wronged her in ways we could only dream of.
AUTHOR

Kate Solomon is a music journalist who
has written for The Guardian, Q, Sunday
Times Culture, Time Out, and Billboard.

INFO

978 1 78627 884 5
20 illustrations
128 pages
7¼ x 4¾ ins
$17.99
Hardcover with half jacket
MAR 2021

14

MUSIC

David Bowie
Lives of the Musicians (Series)
Robert Dimery
●● Part of the “Lives the Musicians” series:
highly readable short biographies of the mostpopular musicians
●● David Bowie was one of the most creative and
enduring musical artists of the last fifty years.
His fans span every living generation
●● There is no other short, concise biography of
David Bowie for adults
David Bowie was a restless innovator, scoring chart
hits that broke radical new ground. His image
changed with almost every album, influencing
high streets and catwalks alike. He became an
acclaimed actor, while his androgynous aura and
ambiguous sexuality proved liberating to those
uncertain about their own. This book charts his
evolution in the sixties, his euphoric reinvention in
1972 as Ziggy Stardust, and the excessive lifestyle
that nearly cost him his sanity. It revisits his artistic
rebirth in Berlin, the global stardom he achieved
with Let’s Dance in 1983, and his triumphant
farewell, Blackstar.
AUTHOR

Robert Dimery is a writer and editor. His
previous publications include 1001 Albums
You Must Hear Before You Die, Rock
’n’ Roll Heaven and 50 Cult Musicians:
Progressive Performers You Need to Know.

INFO

978 1 78627 800 5
20 illustrations
168 pages
7¼ x 4¾ ins

He has also worked for Time Out, Vogue,

$17.99

and Guinness World Records. He lives in

Hardcover with half jacket

London.

FEB 2021
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ART

Keith Haring
Lives of the Artists (Series)
Simon Doonan
●● Part of the “Lives of the Artists” series:
highly readable short biographies of the most
popular artists
●● Keith Haring was an art superstar who helped
bring graffiti from the street into the gallery
●● Author Simon Doonan knew Keith Haring and
experienced first hand the incredible New York
art scene of the 1980s that Haring inhabited
Revolutionary and renegade, Keith Haring was
an artist for the people, creating an instantly
recognizable repertoire of symbols that became
synonymous with the volatile culture of the 1980s.
Haring playfully slammed into all aspects of this
decade – hip-hop, new wave, graffiti, gay culture –
and brought them together, while his fanatical drive
propelled him into the orbit of the most interesting
people of his time. Famous at 25, dead from AIDS
at 31, Haring is remembered as a Pied Piper, an
unpretentious communicator who appeared
happiest mentoring a gang of kids, arming them
with brushes and attacking the nearest wall.
AUTHOR

Simon Doonan is the author of many books,
including Drag: The Complete Story
and How to Be Yourself: Life-Changing
Advice from a Reckless Contrarian. His
memoir Beautiful People was adapted for

978 1 78627 787 9
21 illustrations
128 pages
7¼ x 4¾ ins

television by the BBC. Simon appears as

$17.99

a judge on the hit NBC television show

Hardcover with half jacket

Making It.

FEB 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Andy Warhol
Artemisia Gentileschi
16

INFO

Frida Kahlo

ART

Yayoi Kusama
Lives of the Artists (Series)
Robert Shore
●● Part of the “Lives of the Artists” series:
highly readable short biographies of the most
popular artists
●● Yayoi Kusama has been at the forefront of what
contemporary art is for over seven decades
●● Yayoi Kusama exhibitions and installations are the
most visited of any single artist in the world
Yayoi Kusama is simultaneously one of the most
famous and most mysterious artists on the planet.
A wild child of the 1950s and 1960s, she launched
naked happenings in New York and went on to
become a doyenne of that city’s counter-cultural
scene. By 1977 she had checked herself in to a
psychiatric hospital in Japan, which remains her
home. Kusama’s love and belief in the polka dot
has given birth to some of the most surprising and
inspiring installations and paintings of the last four
decades—and made her exhibitions the most visited
of any single living artist.
AUTHOR

Robert Shore is the author of PostPhotography: The Artist with a Camera
(2014) and Beg, Steal and Borrow: Artists
against Originality (2017). He has worked
as creative director of the contemporary

INFO

978 1 78627 786 2
16 illustrations
144 pages
7¼ x 4¾ ins

visual culture brand Elephant and as

$17.99

deputy editor of Art Review magazine.

Hardcover with half jacket
APR 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Andy Warhol
Artemisia Gentileschi
Frida Kahlo

17

ART

Tracey Emin
Art/File (Series)
Jonathan Jones
●● An accessible and expertly written introduction
and overview of Emin’s life and work
●● Written by Jonathan Jones (The Guardian)
●● Offers a completely up-to-date view on the work
of one of the most important and respected artists
working today
Tracey Emin has always laid herself bare.
Provocative, honest and brutal, she is one of the
most engaging artists working today. In this book
Jonathan Jones celebrates Emin’s diverse oeuvre,
from her previously unpublished watercolors
to her iconic 1990s installations and her most
recent paintings.
AUTHOR

Jonathan Jones is the art critic for
The Guardian newspaper. He was on the
jury for the 2009 Turner Prize and is
the author of Artemisia Gentileschi, The
Loves of the Artists: Art and Passion in

INFO

978 1 78627 708 4
100 illustrations
128 pages
8¾ x 7⅛ ins

the Renaissance and Sensations: The Story

$19.99

of British Art From Hogarth to Banksy.

Paperback with Flaps
JAN 2021

18

ART

Philip Guston
Art/File (Series)
Musa Mayer
●● A concise and accessible introduction to the work
of painter Philip Guston
●● Covers Guston’s entire career, with over 120
illustrations of his artworks alongside a selection
of biographical photographs
●● Written by Musa Mayer, Guston’s daughter and
President of the Guston Foundation
Written by Musa Mayer—Guston’s daughter and
President of the Guston Foundation—this book
brings Guston’s life and his hugely rich and diverse
output together into one succinct volume. Split
into three sections covering Guston’s early career,
his mid-century Abstract Expressionist work, and
his controversial but now hugely influential late
period, the book offers a complete introduction
and overview of a mercurial figure.

INFO

978 1 78627 591 2
120 illustrations
120 pages
8¾ x 7⅛ ins

AUTHOR

Musa Mayer is President of the Guston

$19.99

Foundation, and the daughter of

Paperback

Philip Guston.

FEB 2021

I S B N 978-1-78627-591-2

9

01999

781786 275912

ALSO AVAILABLE

Philip Guston: A Life Spent Painting
19

ART

The Book of the Tree
Trees in Art
Angus Hyland and Kendra Wilson
●● A beautiful and informative gift book of depictions
of trees in art
●● Brings together beautiful artworks from artists
and illustrators around the world
●● Brief texts throughout, in the form of quotations,
explanations, and elaborations on the images
From stately old oaks to beautiful forests and
woods, The Book of the Tree is a collection of
depictions of trees by artists, photographers, and
illustrators.
Interspersed throughout the illustrations are
short texts about the artists and their interest in
particular trees, from Monet’s poplars, to David
Inshaw’s chestnut trees, and Maxfield Parrish’s
white oaks. A wonderful collection for both artlovers and lovers of the great outdoors.
AUTHOR

Angus Hyland is a graduate of the

INFO

Royal College of Art and a partner at
Pentagram Design London.

978 1 78627 654 4
105 illustrations
160 pages

Kendra Wilson is the author of The

8⅛ x 6⅜ ins

Problem With My Garden, and co-author

$16.99

of The Book of the Dog, The Book of the
Bird, and The Book of the Flower for
Laurence King.

Paperback with Jacket
MAR 2021

Vincent

van Gogh
Cypresses, 1889
The thousands of letters written by Vincent van Gogh during his
short but intensely productive career reveal a deeply felt appreciation of all trees, from pollarded willows in the north to pines
and olives near the Mediterranean. During his self-imposed stay
at the asylum at Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, Van Gogh was able to
paint in the surrounding countryside. Cypress trees, which he
found to be as emblematic of the region as sunflowers, presented
a particular difficulty, a test for his rigorous autodidacticism.
‘Cypress are well worth the effort of looking at them from close
at hand,’ he wrote to his brother Theo. ‘It’s the dark patch in
a sun-drenched landscape, but it’s one of the most interesting
dark notes, the most difficult to hit off exactly that I can imagine.’
Van Gogh’s green-yellow-black cypress trees were
never inert. Unlike narrower, neater cultivars of Cupressus
sempervirens (pencil cypress), his own wild evergreens are full
of vitality, with whorls of cone-studded branches fingering
the early-morning vapours. Rising flame-like from a thickly
impastoed foreground that is almost three-dimensional, the
trees smell of the soil, as the artist intended. Cypresses was
shown as part of the Salon des Indépendants in Paris in 1890,
marking the beginning of a slowly emerging appreciation of
Van Gogh’s work and the year of his death.

13

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Book of Black, The Book of the Bird, The Book of the Cat, The Book of the Dog,
20

The Book of the Flower and The Book of the Horse

LITERATURE

The Short Story of
the Novel
A Pocket Guide to Key Genres, Novels,
Themes and Techniques
Henry Russell
●● Explores key novels, and also looks more generally
at genres, themes, and techniques
●● Explains the most important and influential
concepts in an accessible and concise way
●● A great way for all fiction lovers to revisit their
favorite novels (and find new ones to love)
The Short Story of the Novel is a new and innovative
introduction to the best works of fiction from
the last 500 years. Simply constructed, the book
explores 67 key novels from The Tale of Genji to My
Brilliant Friend. In addition to enjoyable descriptions
of the novels and concise explanations of why
they are important, the book illuminates the most
significant writing genres, themes, and techniques.
Accessible and fun to read, with a foreword by
Professor Peter Boxall, this pocket guide will give
readers a new way to enjoy their favorite books –
and to discover new ones.
AUTHOR

Henry Russell is the author of
27 published books, as well as a
contributor to many multi-authored
works. He read English at Oxford.

INFO

978 1 78627 744 2
150 illustrations
224 pages
8⅜ x 5⅞ ins
$19.99
Flexibind
APR 2021

21

PHOTOGRAPHY

Think Like a Street
Photographer
Matt Stuart
●● Matt Stuart explains his purist and uniquely
playful approach to street photography
(and beyond)
●● Full of ideas for readers to use in their
own photography
●● Illustrated throughout with Stuart’s
amazing images
Street photography may look like luck, but you
have to stack the odds in your favour if you want
to come back with a "keeper". From understanding
how to be invisible on a busy street, to discovering
opportunities in the chaos of a crowd, Matt Stuart
reveals the hard-won skills and secrets that have led
to his best photographs.
AUTHOR

Matt Stuart never goes out without his
trusty Leica and, in a career spanning
twenty years, has taken some of the
most accomplished, witty and well-known
photographs of the streets.

INFO

978 1 78627 728 2
90 illustrations
128 pages
7⅞ x 5¾ ins
$19.99
Paperback
MAR 2021

22

PHOTOGRAPHY

Albert Watson
How I Create Photographs
Albert Watson
●● A photography masterclass, divided into bite-sized
individual lessons, from the legendary Albert Watson
●● Learn everything about how Watson shoots, while
gaining the inspiration, encouragement, and insider
tips you need to take your own masterpieces
●● Illustrated with examples of Watson’s seminal
photographs, including his fashion work and his
famous images of Kate Moss, Andy Warhol, Alfred
Hitchcock, and Mick Jagger
Let legendary fashion and portrait photographer
Albert Watson guide you through how he captures
his images. In a series of bite-sized lessons Watson
unveils the stories behind his most-famous shots
and gives you the inspiration, tips, and ideas to
take into your own photography – from how to work
with lighting and lenses, to learning to embrace
your creativity, and advice on getting your foot in
the industry door. Illustrated throughout with key
images from Watson’s incredible 50-year career.
AUTHOR

Over a hugely successful career Albert
Watson has produced some of the most
famous and genuinely iconic photographs
of the modern era. As well as shooting
over 100 covers for Vogue he is also

INFO

978 1 78627 883 8
100 illustrations
128 pages
7⅞ x 5¾ ins

responsible for a huge array of celebrity

$19.99

portraits and a series of inimitable

Paperback with Flaps

fine-art images.

MAY 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Joel Meyerowitz: How I Make Photographs
23

ART

Hokusai
A Graphic Biography
Giuseppe Latanza and
Francesco Matteuzzi
●● A graphic biography of Katsushika Hokusai –
perhaps Japan’s most internationally famous
historical artist
●● Tells the story of Hokusai’s eccentric and incredibly
productive life
●● Offers a fascinating picture of Edo-era Japan and
its amazing cultural legacy
Discover the life of one of history’s most visionary
artists – the man behind one of the world’s most
iconic images. Hokusai was to Edo-period Japan
what Andy Warhol was to ours: a transformative
force. This vivid graphic biography explains how
Hokusai forged an image of his country that still
resonates across the world today, from Manga to his
‘Great Wave off Kanagawa’
AUTHOR

Francesco Matteuzzi is a journalist,
screenwriter, editor, and author
of children’s books. His graphic
books include a biography of Anna
Politkovskaja. Giuseppe Latanza is a

978 1 78627 893 7
400 illustrations
128 pages
9½ x 6¾ ins

cartoonist and illustrator, who has

$19.99

been a professor at Graphite-School of

Hardcover

Graphics and Comics since 2012.

APR 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Basquiat
Kusama
24

INFO

Pollock Confidential

ART

Read This if You Want
to Be Great at Painting
Selwyn Leamy
●● Accessible and jargon-free guide to painting,
including watercolour, oil and acrylic
●● Includes more than 40 examples of great paintings
by masters and contemporary artists
●● Simple diagrams and practical activities help you
practice each technique
Painting isn’t as hard as it looks. And it’s fun.
Whether you’re a total beginner or have been
painting for years, this indispensable guide cuts
through the jargon and provides clear, practical
advice and tips to help develop your skills.
Techniques and ideas are described and explained,
inspiring you to make your own great paintings.
Addressing the fundamentals of painting with
watercolor, oil, and acrylic, the book encourages
you to explore the limitless possibilities painting
has to offer.
AUTHOR

Selwyn Leamy is an artist based in

INFO

London, UK. He is a co-founder of the
creative travel company Frui, and has
taught drawing and painting in various
beautiful locations around the world.

978 1 78627 903 3
200 illustrations
128 pages
9½ x 7⅛ ins

He has exhibited his landscape paintings

$17.99

extensively in the UK and also in Italy.

Paperback
APR 2021

COLOUR

Naturally unnatural
This vibrant portrait by Andre Derain is of his
fellow artist, Henri Matisse. In 1905 they became
great friends and the two of them went on to
push the boundaries of colour. They had a lasting
influence on the world of painting and became
known as the Fauves (‘Beasts’) for their wild and
often unpredictable colour schemes.
I love this portrait, it’s not realistic in a
traditional sense, with soft blended skin tones,
but it absolutely captures the character and
personality of Matisse, with his long thoughtful
face and abstracted gaze. It shows that you don’t
need to be true to the colours in front of you to
make a true representation.
Derain was playful with colour; he didn’t
want to be constrained to a naturalistic palette.
He makes his colours raw and punchy and he
paints them in distinct blocks. In some places it’s
almost like tiles in a mosaic. Look at Matisse’s
right cheek, the shadow is a great block of
intense bluey green with the yellow glint of his
glasses just cutting into it; and under his left eye,

the colours are even bolder, patches of bright red
green and yellow, that seem random but in the
context of the rest of the painting they work.
Like Monet, Derain and Matisse were aware
of the new colour theories being worked out at
the time, like those started by Chevreul, Derain
places greens next to pinks and oranges, and
purples next to yellows. As they sit side by side,
they pop and fizz off the canvas, giving it a lively
visual impact.
This isn’t an abstract painting, in fact there is
something beautifully real about it, but Derain’s
use of vibrant colour moves the painting towards
abstraction, towards a type of painting that
doesn’t have to be totally realistic.
Colour doesn’t have to be natural. Don’t be
scared to keep your colours unadulterated, so
that they’re bright and striking. You don’t have
to make every colour pairing complementary –
even Derain doesn’t do this. Just keep them in
mind and you can use them for special impact,
like a secret weapon.

Be inventive with colour.

André Derain
Portrait of Henri Matisse
Oil on canvas | 1905
46 × 34.9 cm (18 1 ⁄ 8 x 13¾ in)
Derain keeps the thick buttery
consistency of the oil paint in this
portrait. He doesn’t hide or blend
his brushstrokes this is similar to
Freud but Derain has much shorter
brushstrokes that allow him to keep
the colours more distinct.

68

69

ALSO AVAILABLE

Read This if You Want to be Great at Drawing
Read This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing People
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ACTIVITY

Miniature Enchanted
Forest
Johanna Basford
●● A pocket-sized version of the Enchanted Forest
coloring book (over 5 million copies sold)
●● Features two brand new and exclusive illustrations
●● Strong gift and self-purchase potential
Discover a whole new way to color with this smallscale edition of Johanna Basford’s best-selling
Enchanted Forest. A mini inky adventure created
in beautifully detailed, intricate pen-and-ink
illustration, ready to bring to life with color. Printed
on ivory paper with lay-flat binding allowing for a
smooth and seamless coloring experience.
AUTHOR

Johanna Basford is the ink evangelist and
creator of Secret Garden and Enchanted
Forest among other titles. Johanna’s
intricate, hand-drawn illustrations
are loved by her many fans; to date

978 1 78627 912 5
70 illustrations
108 pages
6 x 6 ins

she has sold over 21 million coloring

$9.99

books worldwide. Visit her online

Paperback with Flaps

at johannabasford.com or follow @

FEB 2021

johannabasford.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Miniature Secret Garden
26
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Stick and Skate
Skateboard Stickers
Stickerbomb
●● Includes 140 stickers for skateboarding fans
●● Brings together visuals and stickers from a
selection of the best-known skate brands
●● A timely celebration as skateboarding takes
its place in global sports culture at the Tokyo
Olympic Games
Skateboarding is currently enjoying a resurgence
in popularity, and stickers remain at the heart of
its vibrant—and often anarchic—culture. Stick and
Skate is an irresistible collection of artwork and
stickers from iconic brands including Chocolate,
Almost, and HUF. Featuring interviews, photographs,
and both new and highly collectable classic stickers,
this book is a must-have for skate fans.
INFO
AUTHOR

978 1 78627 596 7

Stickerbomb creates collectable sticker

194 illustrations

books, featuring illustration, graffiti,

88 pages

and graphics from around the globe. Since
2008 the team has released more than ten
publications, becoming an essential part
of the street art and sticker movement.

7⅞ x 10 ins
$24.99
Paperback
FEB 2021
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BUSINESS

I’m Afraid Debbie from
Marketing Has Left for
the Day
How to Use Behavioral Design to Create
Change in the Real World
Morten Münster
●● Bestselling title on how to use behavioral design to
influence change in companies and individuals
●● Presents an accessible four-step method that
individuals and organizations can follow to
change their behavior and achieve success
●● Includes 10 case studies that illustrate the
behavioral design method and how to apply
it in different contexts
In this ground-breaking book author Morten
Münster presents a set of rules that individuals and
companies can follow to bring about necessary
change. Using behavioral design and an accessible
four-step method, he shows how people can be
persuaded to do one thing instead of another and
thereby achieve success. By examining an array
of examples drawn from business, government,
various public groups and institutions he
demonstrates how the rules can be learned and
applied in different contexts.
AUTHOR

Morten Münster is an adviser in behavioral
design. Among his clients are Adidas,

978 1 78627 895 1
38 illustrations
304 pages

Hyper Island, Danske Bank, NATO, Leo

8⅜ x 5⅝ ins

Pharma, and several public institutions.

$17.99

He writes regularly about management and

Paperback

strategy in financial newspapers.
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The Creative Nudge
Simple Steps to Help You Think Differently
Mick Mahoney and Kevin Chesters
●● The first book to use Nudge Theory to unlock
creative thinking
●● Fun, accessible text, with every nudge backed by
current scientific research
●● No major lifestyle changes are required: nudges are
small, simple changes that can have a big impact
Creative thinking is something everyone can do.
It’s a way of looking at the world afresh, doing new
things in new ways, taking risks. With The Creative
Nudge, use "nudge theory" to unleash your innate
originality. A new behavioral science that reveals
how small actions can have big impacts on our
thinking, nudge theory powers this book. Using
simple behavior changes, retrain your brain and live
a more creative and rewarding life.
INFO

Advertising creative director Mick

978 1 78627 900 2

Mahoney has won many accolades

50 illustrations

including the Cannes Grand Prix. Mick’s

144 pages

strategic partner, Kevin Chesters, has

8⅝x 5½ ins

led creative strategy at advertising
agencies including Ogilvy, Saatchi &

$17.99

Saatchi, and Wieden & Kennedy. They are

Paperback with Flaps

partners in a communications consultancy

MAY 2021

in London, Harbour Collective.
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FILM

This Is How You Make
a Movie
Tim Grierson
●● Engaging method of teaching film technique
through some of the greatest films and moviemakers of all time
●● Visuals and text work closely together making
the techniques relevant and easy to understand
●● Not only practical but an enjoyable read for
anyone who wants to know more about how
great movies are made
With a twist on the practical movie-making genre,
This Is How You Make a Movie brings the subject to
life by explaining the terms and processes through
the films you know and love. Using key scenes from
some of the best-loved movies of all time, Tim
Grierson explores everything from cinematography
to the secrets of talking to camera. Deep focus is
explored through Citizen Kane, forced perspective
through Elf, and slow motion through Reservoir
Dogs. A fascinating read for film buffs who want
to understand what goes on behind the camera,
and above all an essential read for students and
beginners in the industry.
AUTHOR

Tim Grierson is the senior US film critic
for Screen International and the chief
film critic for Paste. He is a frequent
contributor to Rolling Stone, Popular
Mechanics, Vulture, and MEL. He is the
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INFO

978 1 78627 558 5
135 illustrations
192 pages
9 x 6¾ ins

author of six books, including FilmCraft:

$24.99

Screenwriting and Martin Scorsese in Ten

Hardcover

Scenes.

MAR 2021

FASHION

Fashion in Film
Christopher Laverty
●● A beautifully illustrated insight into the
contribution made by leading fashion designers to
film costume
●● Will appeal to lovers of costume, film, and fashion
●● Written by the founder of the popular blog Clothes
on Film
Fashion designers have been involved in movies
since the early days of cinema. The result is some
of the most eye-catching and influential costumes
ever committed to film, from Ralph Lauren’s trendsetting masculine style for Diane Keaton in Annie
Hall to Audrey Hepburn’s little black Givenchy dress
in Breakfast at Tiffany’s. Fashion in Film celebrates
the contributions of fashion designers to cinema,
exploring key garments, what they mean in context
of the narrative, and why they are so memorable.
Illustrated with beautiful film stills, fashion images,
and working sketches, this book will appeal to lovers
of both fashion history and cinema.
AUTHOR

Christopher Laverty is a costume and
fashion writer, and consultant. As the
creator and editor of the award-winning
website Clothes on Film, he has appeared
on HBO and the BBC, and in countless
publications.

INFO

978 1 78627 709 1
281 illustrations
224 pages
8⅝ x 6½ ins
$19.99
Paperback
MAR 2021
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FASHION

Couture Tailoring
A Construction Guide for Women’s Jackets
Claire Shaeffer
●● Authoritative, comprehensive text on couture
tailoring by bestselling US author
●● With over 900 step-by-step illustrations
throughout and photographs of couture jackets
by Chanel, Dior, YSL, and more
●● For fashion design students, many of whom
have to make a tailored jacket
Bestselling author Claire Shaeffer teaches you
everything you need to know to design and sew
the perfect jacket. Based on couture techniques
learnt from master tailors, this book begins with the
equipment, materials, design elements, and sewing
and construction techniques used in all types of
tailoring. Part Two provides an illustrated step-bystep guide to making a couture jacket, explaining
all the design options and alternative methods for
making every element including collars, sleeves,
and pockets.
AUTHOR

Claire Shaeffer is the author of more
than 20 books and taught college-level
sewing courses for 22 years. She has
lectured at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

INFO

978 1 78627 575 2
1000 illustrations
352 pages
11⅛ x 9½ ins

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and

$95.00

San Francisco Fine Arts Museum.

Flexibind
JAN 2021
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FASHION

Pattern Cutting
for Menswear
Second Edition
Gareth Kershaw
●● Updated and expanded edition of popular
comprehensive guide to pattern cutting
●● Clear step-by-step diagrams and photographs
explain the process from creating blocks to
finished design
●● 21 complete patterns of classic and
contemporary garments
Pattern Cutting for Menswear is a comprehensive
guide to cutting patterns, from basic skills to advanced
techniques. With over twenty complete patterns,
including new jacket and trouser styles, this revised
edition features all the elements that made the first
edition so successful, as well as additional sections
on the leg stride relationship in the development of
certain trouser styles, fabric properties and their effect
on cut and drape, fitting techniques for structured
jackets, and the latest information on pattern CADbased technologies. The step-by-step approach,
complete with scaled diagrams and technical flats,
fashion illustrations and photographs of toiles, enables
the reader to cut patterns with confidence.
AUTHOR

Gareth Kershaw is Associate Lecturer at
the School of Fashion and Textiles at
RMIT University, Melbourne. Previously
he was a Senior Lecturer within the
Department of Apparel, Manchester

INFO

978 1 78627 675 9
660 illustrations
336 pages
11⅛ x 8⅝ ins

Metropolitan University, and he has given

$75.00

classes and workshops on menswear design

Flexibind

internationally.

JAN 2021
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FASHION

Pattern Cutting
Second Edition
Dennic Chunman Lo
●● Step-by-step instructions show you how to make
and adjust patterns
●● Includes new chapters on taking measurements,
fitting a muslin, and stretch fabrics
●● Accompanied by 32 instructional videos, new to
this edition
This practical guide explains how to take accurate
measurements, introduces key tools, and takes
the reader from simple pattern-cutting ideas to
more advanced creative methods. Step-by-step
illustrations show how to create and then fit basic
bodice, sleeve, skirt, dress, and trouser blocks, and
how to adapt these to create patterns for original
designs. New material includes advice on fitting
muslins and working with stretch fabrics. There is
also a fully updated chapter dedicated to digital
technology.
AUTHOR

Dennic Chunman Lo is a Senior Lecturer
at University of East London. Before
that he was Director of the Creative
Pattern Cutting course at London College
of Fashion and then Head of Pattern
Cutting at ASOS.com for six years.

INFO

978 1 78627 604 9
940 illustrations
300 pages
11⅛ x 8⅝ ins
$75.00
Paperback
JAN 2021
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FASHION

Circular Fashion
Making the Fashion Industry Sustainable
Peggy Blum
●● An introduction to sustainability in fashion aimed
at students and general readers
●● An accessible, practical, and holistic approach
to a key topic in fashion
●● Best practice case studies from companies such
as Patagonia and Veja
Circular fashion is a supply chain model based on
the principles of circular economy and sustainable
development. This introduction to the subject
explores the opportunities and challenges this
revolutionary model presents for the textile and
apparel industry. Divided into five parts, the book
explores the circular supply chain integrated in
five key components: 1 Create; 2 Make; 3 Market;
4 Use; 5 Renew. Case studies and profiles from
best practice companies such as Patagonia,
Veja, Christopher Raeburn, and Stella McCartney
are featured throughout. This is a must-read for
students, creatives, and anyone who is passionate
about sustainability and fashion.
AUTHOR

INFO

Peggy Blum is Assistant Professor of
Practice, Sustainability, Textiles,

978 1 78627 887 6
170 illustrations

and Apparel at the University of Texas,

176 pages

Austin. She has taught Fashion Management

9⅛ x 7½ ins

and Merchandising in various institutions
and participated in a number of

$35.00

sustainability projects and conferences.

Paperback with flaps

Previously, she worked as a fashion trend

MAR 2021

forecaster.

PART 1: CREATE

Chapter 2

Design thinking and rethinking

PART 5: RENEW

Chapter 12

Collaboration and innovation

CASE STUDY #5: RENEW

Every fashion collection is replaced by a new collection each
season. Style trends for a season are introduced at biannual
fashion weeks that also follow a set calendar, taking place
several months before the season (usually September for
Spring-Summer and February for Fall-Winter). These fashion
weeks are traditionally held in New York, London, Milan, and
28
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Driven by data which indicates that current industry
practices are environmentally harmful, a radical movement

Tim Brown, CEO of IDEO, ideou.com

The company began its clothing recycling program, known
as “Green Eileen,” in 2009, when it started taking back the
brand’s unwanted clothing from its customers. Since then,
the initiative, now known as the Eileen Fisher Renew
program, has diverted approximately 1.2 million discarded
Eileen Fisher garments from landfills so that they can be
remade, reused, repaired, or resold. Clothes that are too
damaged to be repaired are deconstructed to create entirely
new garments under the brand’s Resewn label, produced in
the Eileen Fisher Tiny Factory in Irvington, New York.

THE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN THINKING

EMPATHIZE

DEFINE

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE

TEST

Understanding and
knowing people
and their needs.

Identifying the core of a
problem and formulating
it as a question that can
be worked upon.

Finding, developing,
ideating, and improving
ideas.

Visualizing, sketching,
and prototyping solutions.

Testing prototypes
with real people and
refining them.

As Creative Lead for Eileen Fisher’s Renew program, designer
Lilah Horwitz navigates a fine line between artist, designer,
and systems thinker. She studied at the Parsons School of
Design in New York, where she chose Integrated Design, a
smaller emerging program where she was able to major in
both Fashion Design and Sustainable Design. Working with
pioneers in the slow fashion and design thinking
movements, she learned to question the industry’s systems
and practices, and developed her own design code, which
she then implemented by starting her own collection.
At Eileen Fisher, Horwitz designs three specialty Resewn
collections a year, which sell on eileenfisher.com and in
select stores. According to Horwitz, these collections
represent “a radical departure from retail as we know it,
focused on disrupting the industry by presenting limited
edition designs made from nothing new.”
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Horwitz believes it is worth the time, because younger
generations are increasingly mindful of circularity: “They are
savvy with secondhand clothing and know how to recognize
value. One-of-a-kind will be the next big focus.”
The future of fashion, therefore, is in the hands of designers
who see the complexities of end-of-use supply chain
processes (collecting, sorting, cleaning, repairing, remaking,
recycling) as opportunities to solve the problem of textile
waste and close the loop.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Describe the similarities and differences between a
traditional fashion designer and circular fashion designer.
2. What are the challenges of using discarded or damaged
clothing as a material source?
3. Why are Renew garments referred to as “one-of-a-kind”
garments? What makes these garments different than
traditional Eileen Fisher pieces?

2nd 3rd 4th

Design thinking: a human-centered
approach to innovation that draws from the
designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs of
people, the possibilities of technology, and
the requirements for business success.

Circular design differs from traditional fashion design in that
new ideas don’t stem from imagination or inspiration, but from
the clothing and textiles at hand, which must be overseen
through deconstruction to reconstruction until you have a
beautiful new product. According to Horwitz, one of the biggest
challenges to working with used/damaged clothing is bringing
it to scale: “As a designer, I spend the bulk of my time sorting
through garments and pulling out pieces of interest. The most
time-consuming part of the process is deconstruction. Each
piece must be considered in its final state before taking it apart
so [we don’t] cut through a seam that might be saved for the
next design. Since the collections cannot be sewn in any normal
method of production, my sewing partners and I have
developed a new language of construction. I work closely
with them and they are a big part of the design process.”

Top: Reclaimed clothing, prototypes,
and creative tools in the design
workspace at Eileen Fisher.

1st

Since the birth of the internet and the meteoric rise of social
media, there has been an unprecedented shift in fashion design
theory. Today, the influencers are those promoting trends on
Instagram and other social media platforms. New style trends
appear in “real time” from the runway, and these style trends gain
an almost immediate acceptance by consumers of all socioeconomic levels as they are quickly duplicated by designers or
the influencers themselves. Speed-to-market acceleration has
become ubiquitous in the marketplace and, together with built-in
obsolescence, problematic from a sustainability perspective.

Design thinking, as in the notion of design as a way of
thinking, comprises various processes that may help foster
creative problem solving. As shown in the following example,
reframing thinking by asking different questions is key.

American fashion designer Eileen Fisher started her
namesake clothing brand in 1984 with just $350 USD (£285)
and a desire to create simple, comfortable clothing that
would help improve the lives of women. Today, Eileen Fisher
is a 40 percent employee-owned, B-Corp certified company,
and a leader in sustainability.

As influential global design firm IDEO founder David Kelley
says, design thinking is not a linear path: “it’s a big mass of
looping back to different places in the process.”22 To illustrate
this point let’s examine the thought process of a designer at
the forefront of sustainable design. A lifelong vegetarian,
Stella McCartney knew that she didn’t want to use animal
products in her luxury brand, so the question became what
eco-friendly alternatives would allow her to create similarly
luxurious finishes. When her brand was launched in 2001
with an ethos of no animal-based textiles, not using animal
products was pretty much unheard of in the fashion
industry. Using eco-friendly alternatives, however, turned out
to be a smart move in design thinking.

2nd 3rd 4th

Historically, fashion designers were the influencers of their
day. Fashion was generally organized in accordance with the
trickle-down theory of fashion adoption: For a style to be
identified as a true fashion, it must first be adopted by the
people at the upper echelons of society. Celebrities, royalty,
and socialites were always the first to wear the new styles,
and gradually those styles gained acceptance among lower
socio-economic groups. Ultimately, as the styles became
more popular, the affluent rejected them and replaced them
with newer styles produced every season.

Thinking about ways to introduce often complex sustainable
and circular processes, principles, and mindsets can be
unsettling. However, there are methodologies that can help
guide designers away from traditional design approaches
and toward innovation.

EILEEN FISHER:
THE CIRCULAR
FASHION DESIGNER

2nd 3rd 4th

1st

2nd 3rd 4th

TRADITIONAL DESIGN THOUGHT
Today’s fashion designers apply personal knowledge,
inspiration, and design theories blended with research from
trend forecasting services, trade reports, and market
analysis to create a range of seasonally determined apparel
and accessories known as a “fashion collection.” These
collections have traditionally followed a set calendar divided
into four seasons: Spring-Summer, Fall-Winter, Resort (also
called “Cruise”), and Pre-Fall. The two most important
fashion seasons are Spring-Summer and Fall-Winter. The
Spring-Summer collections arrive in January and appear
until June in retail stores, while the Fall-Winter collections
arrive in July and appear until December.

Since the advent of a faster fashion cycle, consumers are
increasingly impatient with the lengthy lead times of the
traditional cycle and are opting for a “buy now, wear now”
ethos, even in the luxury markets. To meet this demand
designers are ignoring the traditional fashion calendar of
four seasons in favor of a seasonless model, “dropping”
capsule collections, or even just a few items, to avoid
appearing irrelevant in the consumer’s mind.

DESIGN THINKING

One of the most important tools in garment construction
is a good pair of scissors. Using the wrong scissors can
damage the fabric and make a job much harder. If asked
to design a better pair of scissors to cut fabric, you may
immediately think of improving the two metal blades
attached to a comfortable handle. But if asked instead to
simply design a better way to cut fabric, you might imagine
something more compact with a single blade or something
more versatile with a rotating blade that cuts not only fabric
but also, say, a homemade pizza. Traditional problem solving
starts with a solution already in mind, while design thinking
focuses on the problem.

1st

Transitioning to circular fashion design is one of the greatest
challenges of our century. While many brands already see
circular design as an essential component of a long-term
circular business strategy, more needs to be done. For
designers, it means rethinking traditional approaches,
retraining in new circular methods, and sharing knowledge
about circular design practices.

For a long time, the fashion calendar made sense. Runway
shows enabled buyers and the press to preview new styles
that would generally be available to consumers in six
months’ time. This gave magazine editors and retailers time
to plan their fashion content and make buying decisions.

of more thoughtful design practices is now gaining traction.
Fashion designers as activists, such as Vivienne Westwood
and Stella McCartney, are asking different questions, engaging
in peer-to-peer conversations, and anticipating future challenges
that may ultimately change fashion design processes, but
may also change what designing fashion means.21

1st

02: DESIGN
THINKING
AND RETHINKING

Paris, though this jet-setting program will need to be
reappraised in light of COVID-19 and increasing criticism
of such an environmentally damaging practice.

Above: The best features of
multiple garments are stitched
together during reconstruction.
Right: Damaged clothing is
transformed into unique,
one-of-a-kind designs that
preserve the value of the textiles.
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DESIGN

Logo, revised edition
Michael Evamy
●● Fully revised edition of the bestselling logo bible
●● Over 300 new examples of the very best of
contemporary logo design
●● Features over 1,600 logos, grouped according to
form and indexed by client, designer, and sector
With more than 600 new entries, this revised and
expanded logo bible builds on the breakthrough
success of the original edition. Arranged across
more than 80 categories according to their
distinguishing features, the collection brings
together visual identities from past masters such
as Paul Rand, Saul Bass, Alan Fletcher, and Anton
Stankowski, and the latest output from the leading
and most exciting studios around the world. With
details about the design accompanying most
entries and a new set of “spotlight” entries, Logo
remains a complete, taxonomical guide to the
history, development, and style of identity design.
AUTHOR

Michael Evamy is a design journalist,
author, and copywriter and works with
major design companies on branding and
identity projects. His previous books
include Logotype and, with Lucienne
Roberts, Insight.

INFO

978 1 78627 581 3
1600 illustrations
432 pages
9¾ x 7½ ins
$40.00
Hardcover
FEB 2021
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DESIGN

Sign Painting
A practical guide to tools, materials,
and techniques
Mike Meyer & Friends
●● A clear, authoritative, and comprehensive
reference for professionals and would-be
sign painters
●● Iowa-based Mike Meyer is the most prominent
figure in the global signwriting scene
●● Popular subject with graphic designers, illustrators,
calligraphers, graffiti artists, and even tattooists
This book introduces the fundamentals of sign
painting, allowing readers to learn about the
tools, materials, and techniques needed to create
painted signs. All the basics are covered, from
choosing and using brushes, paints, mahl sticks,
dippers, and pencils, to how to prepare and finish
surfaces, transfer designs, mix paint, and work with
the brush. A gallery section of original alphabets,
created for the book by sign painters around the
world, provides visual inspiration, and demonstrates
a wide variety of styles and approaches.
AUTHOR

Mike Meyer is a sign painter from Iowa
who is widely recognized as one of the
masters of the craft. Together with
Spain-based sign painting expert Sam
Roberts, Mike runs Better Letters, which

INFO

978 1 78627 692 6
300 illustrations
192 pages
11⅛ x 8⅝ ins

promotes sign painting internationally

$35.00

through workshops and educational

Hardcover

activities.

MAY 2021
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DESIGN

Product Design Styling
Peter Dabbs
●● The first product design guide to focus on styling
●● Provides a clear and simple breakdown of the
stages in the styling process
●● Image-led with sketches, photographs of
industry examples, and modified images showing
proportions, silhouettes, lines, and more
The first publication devoted purely to styling,
this book will help students and professionals
to understand the process and style their own
consumer-focused products. The clear text and
annotated illustrations guide the reader through
a structured professional styling process that has
been broken down into digestible stages. Each stage
examines and illustrates what designers should
be focusing on, how to evaluate what has been
designed, and how to then optimize it if required.
Readers will also learn how to analyze and critique
the styling of competitors, as well as their own
work, and can use this awareness to confidently
produce superior designs in less time.
AUTHOR

Peter Dabbs is a practicing product
designer. As a Masters student in
Consumer Product Design he won 1st
prize in the D&AD global product design
competition. He has worked at Dyson
since 2010.

INFO

978 1 78627 784 8
200 illustrations
160 pages
11⅛ x 8⅝ ins
$40.00
Paperback
JAN 2021
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11.3 Meze 11 Deco wooden
earphones, 2013

Case study:
Electric Kettle
Below is a rendering that suggests what the

metallic finish, while the lower half could

chosen materials might be for our kettle. The

be over-moulded with a soft-touch PU

exterior is to be made from PP (polypropylene)

(polyurethane) rubber for a pleasing

plastic because it has good heat resistance,

velvety feel and darker matt finish. The

is lightweight and cost-effective, and

blue components will be translucent blue

can be translucent. The top half could be

PP plastic inserts that will allow the user

electroplated to provide a cost-effective

to see the water level.

A fresh, distinctive appearance can be designed by applying materials
that are not usually associated with the particular product category.
the warm, eco-friendly appearance, as well as helping them stand out
among the competition.

Chapter overview
01

It is a good idea to ask yourself:

Will the chosen material meet the product’s functional requirements (for
robustness, temperature resistance, etc.)?

02

Which materials will the target customer have positive associations with?

03

Does the chosen material enhance the styling or does it look too busy?
Does its tactility enhance the user’s experience?

04

Can a material that is not usually associated with the product category make
it stand out?

05

Which surfaces should the material be applied to? Smothering the whole
product in a visually busy material such as carbon fibre may be overpowering
for certain demographics.
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Chapter Eleven Materials and texture

The earphones in fig. 11.3 have an innovative wooden shell to amplify

REISSUE: DESIGN

REISSUED IN PAPERBACK WITH A NEW COVER DESIGN

History of Modern
Design Second Edition
David Raizman
●● Unparalleled introduction to the history of design
c.1700 to present
●● Takes a chronological/thematic approach while
focusing on technology and socio-economic
factors as the driving forces for change
Extensively revised and expanded for this second
edition, History of Modern Design is an inclusive,
well-balanced introduction to a field of increasing
scholarly and interdisciplinary research, and
provides students in design with historical
perspectives of their chosen fields of study.
AUTHOR

David Raizman is Professor in the Art and

INFO

Art History Department in the Westphal

978 1 85669 694 4

I S B N 978-1-85669-694-4

90000

577 illustrations

College of Media Arts & Design at Drexel

432 pages

University in Philadelphia.

9

781856 696944

11 1/2 x 8 3/4 ins
$75.00
Paperback with Flaps
AVAILABLE NOW

ARCHITECTURE

The Architecture
of Yemen
Salma Samar Damluji
●● New, revised edition of the first book to offer an
in-depth documentation of the unique building
traditions of Yemen
●● Includes well-known UNESCO World Heritage Sites as
well as remarkable buildings from less-visited areas
With a wealth of insights, the book examines in
detail building techniques and methods little known
outside of Yemen. Includes drawings, documentation
and information on the building and reconstruction
projects carried out from 2008 to 2014 at locations in
Hadrumat and Dawan.
AUTHOR

Salma Samar Damluji is an architect and
architectural consultant. She is the
author of The Architecture of Oman (1998),
The Architecture of The United Arab
Emirates (2006), and The Architecture of

INFO

978 1 78627 572 1
770 illustrations
368 pages
13 x 9⅞ ins

Yemen (2007), and has curated a number of

$95.00

exhibitions in London.

Hardcover
MAY 2021
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FASHION

500 Patterns
Jeffrey Mayer, Todd Conover, and
Lauren Tagliaferro
●● A beautiful visual resource of more than
500 patterns
●● Close-up photographs taken of clothes made
over 150 years, ranging from designer garments
to everyday items, show the depth and richness
of pattern design
●● Patterns are a perennially popular topic and
designers of all kinds are always looking for
visual inspiration
Delicate florals, bold stripes, geometric prints, and
sumptuous brocades—delve into the world of textile
pattern design with this showcase of over 500
patterns. Close-up, highly detailed images of both
designer creations and everyday items from the
1800s to the 1980s perfectly capture the intricacies
of each fabric, while accompanying texts provide
fascinating insights into the history and creative
process of pattern design. This beautiful and
accessible book is a valuable resource for anyone in
search of visual inspiration.
AUTHOR

Jeffrey Mayer is Curator of the Sue Ann
Genet Costume Collection and Associate
Professor of Fashion History and Textiles
at Syracuse University, New York.
Todd Conover is Professor of Fashion
Design at Syracuse University, New York.
Lauren Tagliaferro is the Collections
Planning Specialist at Rochester Museum
& Science Center, New York.
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INFO

978 1 78627 689 6
559 illustrations
304 pages
9¾ x 7½ ins
$30.00
Paperback with Flaps
MAR 2021

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Fifth Edition
A Cultural History
Mary Warner Marien
●● Ground-breaking global survey of photography,
updated to include the latest advances in
technology and social media platforms
●● Written by renowned expert in the field
●● 650 photographs, including over 20 new images
The fifth edition of this indispensable history of
photography spans the history of the medium,
from its early development to the latest advances
in technology and social media platforms. Mary
Warner Marien discusses photography from around
the world and through the lenses of art, science,
travel, war, fashion, the mass media, and individual
photographers. Professional, amateur, and art
photographers are all represented, with ’Portrait’
boxes devoted to highlighting important individuals
and ’Focus’ boxes charting particular cultural debates.
AUTHOR

Mary Warner Marien is Professor Emerita
in the Department of Fine Arts at
Syracuse University, New York. She is
the author of numerous articles and
books, among them 100 Ideas that Changed
Photography and Photography Visionaries.

INFO

978 1 78627 785 5
600 illustrations
568 pages
11½ x 8¾ ins
$85.00
Paperback
MAR 2021
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From: A Turtle’s View of the Ocean Blue
Catherine Barr & Brendan Kearney
ISBN 978 1 78627 910 1
$19.99 / APR 2021

Children’s
Books & Gifts

BOARD BOOK

Let’s Look at...
Numbers & Shapes
Marion Deuchars
●● Perfect for sharing with your baby or toddler
●● Beautiful artwork from the author of the
bestselling “Let’s Make Some Great Art” series is
the focal point of this visually-led series

Published in 2021 by
Laurence King Publishing Ltd
361–373 City Road
London EC1V 1LR
Tel + 44 20 7841 6900
www.laurenceking.com
enquries@laurenceking.com

●● Let’s Look at... Animals and Let’s Look at... Colors
to follow in the series

Copyright © 2021 Marion Deuchars
Marion Deuchars has asserted her right under the Copyright, Designs
and Patents Act 1988, to be identified as the Author of the Work.

ISBN 9781786277787 ISBN 9781786277824 ISBN 9781786277763

12+ months

All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopy, recording or any information storage and retrieval system without
prior permission in writing from the publisher.
A catalogue record of this book is available from the British Library.
Printed in China, in September 2020 (PR1)

With beautiful artwork from bestselling author
Marion Deuchars, these board books are the perfect
introduction to counting from 1 to 10 and to learning
your very first shapes.
AUTHOR

Marion Deuchars is the bestselling
author of the “Let’s Make Some Great
Art” series. Her work has appeared in
Samsung ads, Formula 1 posters, and
Royal Mail stamps. Her books have won

INFO

Let’s Look at Numbers
978 1 78627 781 7
11 illustrations
24 pages

six international awards and she is one

6⅜ x 6⅜ ins

of six UK designers at Helsinki’s World

$9.99

Design Capital celebrations.

Board book
MAR 2021
Let’s Look at Shapes
978 1 78627 779 4
11 illustrations
24 pages
6⅜ x 6⅜ ins
$9.99
Board book
MAR 2021
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NON-FICTION

A Turtle’s View of the
Ocean Blue
Catherine Barr, iIlustrations by
Brendan Kearney
●● Following the success of A Cat’s Guide to the Night
Sky, this fully-illustrated guide introduces readers
to our oceans, covering topics such as ocean
currents and tides, animal migrations, and the
ocean depths
●● Explores the risks facing our oceans and the
ways that we can help to protect them and the
creatures that live there
●● Text from expert author Catherine Barr, who
previously worked as the Greenpeace Sea Turtle
campaigner, and artwork from celebrated
illustrator Brendan Kearney
Join your sea turtle guide as you navigate every
inch of our oceans, from the sunlit surface to the
deepest, darkest depths. This beautiful book will
help you explore the five oceans on our planet,
meeting the creatures who live there and finding
out just how their incredible surroundings work.
From tides and currents, to migrations and
conservation, see our oceans in action and learn
how you can help to save them.
AUTHOR

After campaigning with GreenPeace for
years, Catherine Barr now writes awardwinning non-fiction books that spark
questions and conversations about the
environment.
At university, Brendan Kearney traded
architecture for illustration and has
never looked back. He specializes in
children’s books and artwork.

ALSO AVAILABLE

A Cat’s Guide to the Night Sky
46

INFO

978 1 78627 910 1
64 illustrations
64 pages
11½ x 8⅞ ins
$19.99
Hardcover
APR 2021
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ACTIVITY BOOK

Let’s Make Some
Great Art: Colors
Marion Deuchars
●● An interactive activity book from bestselling
author Marion Deuchars, focussing on all things
colorful!
●● Learn the basics about colors and then put
your new skills to the test in all sorts of colorful
activities, including fingerprint art, drawing,
painting, collaging, and, of course, coloring
●● Follows on from Let’s Make Some Great Art:
Animals and Let’s Make Some Great Art: Pattens
Draw, paint, collage, and print your way through
these colorful activities. Find out all you need
to know about color in activities packed with
stimulating ideas to spark your imagination. Get
creative and get coloring!
AUTHOR

Marion Deuchars is the bestselling
author of the “Let’s Make Some Great
Art” series. Her work has appeared in
Samsung ads, Formula 1 posters and Royal
Mail stamps. Her books have won six

978 1 78627 772 5
80 illustrations
80 pages
11½ x 8⅜ ins

international awards and she is one of

$12.99

six UK designers at Helsinki’s World

Paperback

Design Capital celebrations.

MAR 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Let’s Make Some Great Art: Animals
48

INFO

Let’s Make Some Great Art: Patterns

NON-FICTION

Charles Darwin’s On the
Origin of Species
Anna Brett, illustrations by Nick Hayes
●● Accessible guide to evolution
●● Attractive format and illustrations
●● Provides human interest stories behind
Darwin’s discoveries
Discover how Darwin changed our understanding of
the human race – and our place within the animal
kingdom – forever with his groundbreaking work,
On the Origin of Species. This book charts Darwin’s
life-changing voyage on the Beagle, and introduces
his theory of evolution to apprentice naturalists
everywhere.
AUTHOR

Anna Brett has worked in children’s
publishing for more than eight years.
She’s written and edited a huge variety
of books, ranging from curriculum-based
reference works to popular culture.
Nick Hayes specializes in providing lino
prints, conceptual work, and traditional
illustrations for children’s books,

INFO

978 1 78627 886 9
64 illustrations
64 pages
14⅝ x 10⅞ ins
$22.99
Hardcover
FEB 2021

newspapers and magazines.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Albert Einstein’s Theory of Relativity
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NON-FICTION

Perfectly Imperfect
Stories
Meet 28 inspiring people and discover their
mental health stories
Leo Potion, illustrations by Ana Strumpf
●● Increasing coverage in the press about the pressure
today on kids’ mental health
●● This book celebrates 28 icons who have overcome a
range of issues to live inspiring lives
●● Explores the life stories of Prince Harry, Ariana
Grande, Frida Kahlo, The Rock, John Green, and
many more
●● Foreword by Nora McInerny
Meet 28 icons, from pop stars to sporting heroes,
and discover how they overcame a range of mental
health issues, from anorexia to depression, to live
inspiring lives. At a time when kids’ mental health is
under more pressure than ever, this book celebrates
the message that it’s ok not to be ok.
AUTHOR

Leo Potion has been working as an author and

978 1 78627 920 0
28 illustrations

Ana Strumpf is an illustrator and creator

64 pages

from Brazil. She has worked with brands

9⅛ x 7⅛ ins

such as Samsung and Condé Nast, and her
drawings have been featured in numerous
publications, including Vogue.
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INFO

editor of children’s books for 15 years.

$17.99
Hardcover
FEB 2021

NON-FICTION

That’s Life!
Looking for the Living Things All Around You
Mike Barfield, illustrations by
Lauren Humphrey
●● A fully-illustrated guide to all things living,
exploring a huge range of organisms, from bacteria
and algae to animals, plants, and fungi
●● Follow-up to The Element in the Room
●● Join Sherlock Ohms and his companions on a
brilliant biological adventure, seeking out all
kinds of life, including the life forms hiding in
your own home!
●● Introduces the seven kingdoms of life on Earth,
plus non-fiction comics and exciting experiments
to try
Life is everywhere on planet Earth. Jungles, deserts,
seas, plains, fields, and forests - all of them teem
with life but, amazingly, you can also find lots of
living things hidden in your home, and even hidden
inside you!
AUTHOR

Mike Barfield is a comic writer,
cartoonist, poet, and performer. He has
worked in TV, radio, books, newspapers,
and magazines – as well as schools,
libraries, and museums.
Lauren Humphrey is a London-based
illustrator. Her colorful, quirky
illustrations have featured in the

INFO

978 1 78627 907 1
64 illustrations
64 pages
11½ x 8⅞ ins
$16.99
Hardcover
APR 2021

New York Times, the Guardian, and
Anorak magazine.

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Element in the Room
51

GAME

Bug Me Not!
Magma, illustrations by Maya Stepien
●● Simple gameplay for the whole family
●● Beguiling bug illustrations by Maya Stepien
●● Compact box makes it easy to take
on the go
Be the first to get your frog from one corner of the
board to the opposite corner, feasting on insects
along the way! Pick your frog and roll the bug dice.
If there is a matching bug on a square next to you,
you have to move. If there’s no bug, the next player
goes. If another player is already on the matching
square, tell ’em to bug off and send ’em back to
start! With a mix of skill and chance Bug Me Not! is
fun for the whole family!
AUTHOR

Maya Stepien is an illustrator and
graphic designer based in Amsterdam. She
graduated from the Royal Academy of Art
in The Hague in 2012.

INFO

978 1 78627 659 9
Boxed game
6¼ x 6¼ ins
$14.99
FEB 2021
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GAME

My First Story
Puzzle Home
Kanae Sato
●● New early learning range for ages 2+
●● Charming simple illustrations will appeal to
very young children
●● Each set of three pieces tells a simple story
about the home
A child gets into pajamas, reads a story, and
falls asleep. Another child mixes pancake batter,
watches them cook, and digs in! Young children
will delight in Kanae Sato’s delicate images while
learning simple stories and logical sequences with
these three-piece jigsaws. The five jigsaws feature
specially commissioned child-friendly illustrations
and come in an attractive box.
AUTHOR

Kanae Sato is a Japanese illustrator
based in Tokyo. She won the 2015 Creativ
Club Austria Silver Venus Award in
the illustration category for creative
advertisement.

ALSO AVAILABLE

My First Story Puzzle Animals
54

My First Story Puzzle Nature

INFO

978 1 78627 722 0
Box of 5 puzzles
10¾ x 3⅞ ins
$12.99
FEB 2021

GAME

Farm Bingo
Caroline Selmes
●● An easy-to-play bingo game for children
and families
●● Features 48 illustrated animals, crops,
and farm vehicles
●● Includes 8 double-sided game boards so can
be played many times over
●● Can be enjoyed by up to eight players
In this fun, affordable kids bingo game you can fill
your game card with all your firm farm favorites.
From the farmer, the scarecrow, and the tractor
to the pigs, chickens, cows, and ducks, along with
classic crops like sunflowers, corn, and pumpkins,
Farm Bingo has it all! Contains 48 illustrated chips
and a farmyard box to store them in, a game board,
eight double-sided bingo cards, and farm counters
for you to mark up your card.
AUTHOR

Caroline Selmes is an illustrator and
former advertising art-director based in
London. Her projects for Laurence King
include I Saw it First! Jungle, I Saw it
First! Ocean, Dinosaur Bingo, and Jungle
Bingo.

INFO

978 1 78627 707 7
Boxed game
8¾ x 8¾ ins
$19.99
MAY 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Dinosaur Bingo, Jungle Bingo, Scary Bingo, Poop Bingo, Wonder Women Bingo
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GAME

Monster Hotel
Aidan Onn, illustrations by Rob Hodgson
●● Fun, friendly monster illustrations
●● Kids can have fun rearranging the rooms and
creating their own stories
●● Box designed to look like a multistory
hotel building
●● Will appeal to fans of the successful Story Box
series, and a similar concept to Mystery Mansion
but for youngsters
Check into the Monster Hotel...if you DARE! Each
room is occupied by a different fiendish but friendly
creature. The 28 room cards can be moved around
to create different configurations and stories. The
cards come in a box that looks like the outside of
a hotel. Kids will have hours of fun rearranging the
rooms and creating new monster scenarios. Also
includes a booklet with monster room reviews and
suggestions for games to play.
AUTHOR

INFO

Rob Hodgson is an illustrator and
designer. He grew up on a healthy dose

978 1 78627 745 9
28 cards in box

of skateboarding and Morrissey in an

5⅞ x 4⅜ ins

English seaside town. He now lives in

$16.99

Bristol with his girlfriend and two

MAR 2021

highly intelligent cats. Writer Aidan
Onn was born in the UK but grew up in

LK9557@MoHo_box_cards_front_1.indd 1
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GAME

The Fairytale
Memory Game
Match 3 cards & tell a story
Anna Claybourne, illustrations by Yeji Yun
●● A fun, simple game for families that will appeal to
children aged 4–7
●● Match up three items from your favorite fairy
tales: Snow white + apple + dwarves, for instance.
Expert storytellers can play as a memory game
with the cards face down
●● All the stories are included in the booklet
Reunite characters and props from your favorite
fairy tales in this fun new memory game. Simply
match three objects to create a story: Cinderella
+ pumpkin carriage + glass slipper. Can you
remember who’s afraid of being eaten by the wolf?
And which tale the three bears belong to? Young
children will enjoy piecing the stories together
and expert storytellers can play as a challenging
memory game where you must remember the
location of all three pieces. Includes a booklet with
15 fairy tales illustrated by Yeji Yun and retold by
Anna Claybourne.
AUTHOR

Yeji Yun is an illustrator based in
Seoul, South Korea. Since graduating from
Kingston University, UK, she has worked
with international clients including
Nike and Apple. Anna Claybourne is a
children’s author whose most recent

INFO

978 1 78627 890 6
45 cards in box
9⅜ x 5 ins
$16.99
MAY 2021

titles include Match a Mummy and The
Mermaid Atlas (both Laurence King 2020).
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GIFT

Who Pooped?
A Jigsaw Puzzle
Aidan Onn, illustrations by Claudia Boldt
●● Follows the highly successful “Who Pooped?” series
●● 100 sturdy pieces make a puzzle nearly 3 feet wide
●● Combines kids’ love of puzzles with their love
of poop!
There are so many different kinds of poop! Did you
know that wombats poop in cubes? And that a baby
koala eats its mother’s poop when it’s too small to
eat eucalyptus leaves? Gross! Assemble the puzzle
and then find out all you ever wanted to know
about animal poop from the accompanying poster.
AUTHOR

Claudia Boldt grew up in Cologne,
Germany, and moved to the UK to study
at the Glasgow School of Art and then
Kingston University. Her illustrations
appear in many newspapers and
publications, and she has written and
illustrated a number of books. Writer
Aidan Onn was born in the UK but grew up
in Hong Kong.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Poop Bingo
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INFO

978 1 78627 930 9
100 pieces in box
14 x 5¾ ins
$16.99
MAR 2021

GIFT

Stencil Kit
Make Art with 6 Stencil Sheets
Bastien Contraire
●● Use these six simple shapes to create all manner
of fun and wacky designs, from triangle trumpets
and cloud circles to anything you can imagine!
●● The perfect starting point for children’s artistic
imaginations, from age 4 and up
●● Contains six stencil sheets and a 24-page booklet
full of inspiration
Look at these shapes, what do you see? Is that a
cloud or a clock? A triangle or a trumpet? A rainbow
or a pair of elephant legs? To be a stencil artist,
you need to see things a little differently. With just
six simple shape stencils you can bring endless
creations to life. Be inspired by Bastien Contraire
and combine the shapes with your own drawings to
make amazing stencil art!
AUTHOR

Bastien Contraire is an artist based
in Paris. In 2008 he co-founded
independent publisher Papier Gaché and
became interested in the stencil print
technique for which he has become known
when creating fanzine covers. His work

INFO

978 1 78627 775 6
6 stencil sheets
8¼ x 6¾ ins
$14.99
FEB 2021

leads him to experiment with cutting
techniques, folding, drawing, and
stencils.
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GIFT

Tarot for all Ages
Elizabeth Haidle
●● Tarot cards for a younger and/or beginner
audience, bringing this popular art form to
a new market
●● Includes a guidebook (with spine) explaining the
cards and simple instructions for beginners on
creating your own readings
●● Artwork by the creative director of
Illustoria magazine
Tarot for All Ages features simple card summaries
and child-friendly illustrations making it one of
the first tarot decks aimed at younger readers
and beginners of all ages. Includes 78 cards and a
booklet explaining how to create your own readings
and get started on interpreting the cards. Tarot is
not just for grown-ups!
AUTHOR

INFO

Elizabeth Haidle is an illustrator based
in Portland, Oregon. She is the creative

78 cards in box

director for Illustoria magazine, as

6⅜ x 4⅜ ins

well as a collaborator at Mascot Press,

$17.99

an independent comics publisher.
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Jason Ford
●● Part of the bestselling “The Super Book for
Superheroes” series
●● Contains 10 exciting 8-page comic books to
draw, color and complete your own superhero
adventures.
●● Perforated pages can be pulled out, and folded
together to create miniature comic books
Draw, color and create your very own mini superhero
comic books! Make your superheroes – or even
yourself – the stars of each super adventure.
The book contains 10 exciting 8-page comics to
draw, color and complete. Each adventure has super
story prompts to start you off – and the rest is up to
you! You can even pull them out, put them together
and give them to your friends to read.
INFO

Jason Ford is a freelance illustrator
whose approach has been heavily

978 1 78627 951 4
58 illustrations

influenced by his childhood diet of

58 pages
ins

Paperback (with perforated pages)

by the Royal Mail, the New York Times,

$17.99

Penguin Books and the Guardian.

JUN 21
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dessinées. His work has been commissioned

COLOUR IN THIS POSTER OF SUPERHERO BOY RIDING HIS SUPER-BIKE!

FOLD

FOLD

COLOUR IN THIS POSTER OF SUPERHERO GIRL FLYING OVER SUPERCITY

FOLD

11⅞ x 8⅜

love of French and Belgian bandes

FOLD

Tintin and Marvel comics and a continuing

FOLD

AUTHOR
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The Superhero Comic
Kit Book
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From: The World of Jane Austen
John Mullan, illustraations by Barry Falls
ISBN 978 1 78627 911 8
$19.99 / MAR 2021

Gifts

GIFT

Cloud Spotter
30 Cards to Keep You Looking Up
Marcel George and Gavin Pretor-Pinney
●● Cloud spotting combines an interest in nature with
the mindfulness trend
●● Gavin Pretor-Pinney is an established author on
the subject. His Cloudspotter’s Guide (Sceptre) was
a surprise bestseller in 2006
●● An inspirational gift for those who want to stay
connected with nature and find some headspace in
a busy world
Take a pause and look up at the skies. There is
ever-changing beauty to behold in the cloudscape.
Learn the difference between common cloud
types (do you know your cirrostratus from your
cumulonimbus?) and find out which is most likely
to herald the arrival of the rains or approaching fair
weather. You can also use the cards to set yourself
a mindful new challenge to break through the
constant noise of our busy modern world: how long
can you spend with your head in the clouds today?
AUTHOR

INFO

Marcel George is a London-based
illustrator who specializes in creating

978 1 78627 888 3
30 cards in box

hand-painted contemporary watercolor

5⅛ x 4⅛ ins

illustrations. His clients include the

$14.99

Financial Times, Stella Artois, and

APR 2021

Anthropologie.
Gavin Pretor-Pinney is the founder of the
Cloud Appreciation Society and the author
of bestselling book The Cloudspotter’s
Guide (2006).

CUMULUS

MAIN CLOUD TYPE

Close your eyes, think of a cloud, and it is probably
a Cumulus that comes to mind, with its flat base and
cauliflower-like mounds. This fair-weather formation
builds on invisible columns of air, known as thermals,
that rise from sun-warmed ground. Cumulus is the most
opaque of the ten main cloud types, with crisp, welldefined edges. These carefree clouds generally take to the
sky in the morning. In stable atmospheric conditions, they
remain small (in the form known as Cumulus humilis)
and dissipate into the blue at the ripe old age of around
15 minutes. In less stable conditions, the white mounds
of a Cumulus will continue to grow, developing through
the medium (mediocris) form into the towering Cumulus
congestus. Not so light-hearted now, this mountain of
cloud can give way to showers and is well on its way to
becoming the mighty Cumulonimbus storm cloud.

MOOD
Cheerful and carefree

ALTITUDE
Low
PRECIPITATION
Showers, if clouds
grow tall
ETYMOLOGY
From Latin cumulus,
meaning a heap, an
accumulation, a pile
RARITY RATING

CLASSIFICATION
Genus

ALTOCUMULUS
MAIN CLOUD TYPE

Altocumulus forms at the mid-level of the troposphere.
It extends across the sky in a pattern of clumps or rolls,
known as cloudlets, that are either separate or continuous.
Without knowing the altitude of the cloud’s base,
distinguishing Altocumulus from its lower and higher
equivalents, Stratocumulus and Cirrocumulus, is a matter
of judgement. A rule of thumb (quite literally) is to
compare the size of the cloudlets above you to the width of
your fingers, held up at arm’s length. If its clumps appear
smaller than the width of three fingers and larger than that
of one finger, you have spotted an Altocumulus. Cloudlets
larger than this suggest it is the lower form, Stratocumulus,
any smaller and it is the higher form, Cirrocumulus. At
its best, Altocumulus is a broad vista of individual bright
white cloudlets – a batch of celestial meringues laid out on
a slab of cobalt blue.

64

MOOD
Uplifting and joyous

ALTITUDE
Mid-level
PRECIPITATION
None

ETYMOLOGY
From Latin altum,
meaning height, and
cumulus, a heap
RARITY RATING

CLASSIFICATION
Genus

CUMULONIMBUS
13 km

8 mi
CIRRUS

CIRROCUMULUS

12 km

7 mi

HIGH LEVEL

11 km

CIRROSTRATUS

10 km

6 mi

9 km

5 mi

8 km

7 km
ALTOSTRATUS

ALTOCUMULUS

4 mi

6 km

5 km

MID LEVEL

3 mi

4 km
NIMBOSTRATUS

2 mi
3 km
CUMULUS

STRATOCUMULUS

2 km

LOW LEVEL

STRATUS

1 mi

1 km

0 mi

0 km

CLOUDSPOTTER CARD CLASSIFICATIONS

PAUSE AND LOOK UP AT THE SKY

HOW TO BE A

Cloud
Spotter
Pause and look up at the sky – clouds reveal the everchanging moods of our atmosphere. The cards in this
deck explore the beauty and characteristics of 30 of the
most prevalent and uplifting forms to grace our skies, from
delicate and ethereal strands of Cirrus to the awe-inspiring
Cumulonimbus and the weird and wonderful waves of
the fluctus feature.
The more time you spend with your head in the clouds,
the more there is to see. Take your cards with you when
you head out on a trip, peruse them in the park or see what
you can spot from your window. Compare the cloud above
you to the images in the deck. Once you’ve identified it,
flip the card over to find out more about its character,
how it forms and what its presence might mean for the day
ahead. As you hone your cloudspotting skills, challenge
your friends and family to be the first to name a cloud or
find a rare formation.
Whether you fancy yourself a cloud collector and want to
spot them all, or just need a new perspective on everyday
life, your cloudspotter cards will keep you looking up.

CLOUDSPOTTER

WRITTEN BY GAVIN PRETOR-PINNEY

Gavin Pretor-Pinney is the founder of the Cloud
Appreciation Society and has authored several best-selling
books, including The Cloudspotter’s Guide (2006). He
has presented television documentaries for the BBC and
Channel 4 and won the Royal Society’s Science Book Prize
in 2011. He also co-founded Idler, a magazine that argues
for the importance of downtime in creative thinking.
ILLUSTRATED BY MARCEL GEORGE

Marcel George is a London-based illustrator who
specializes in creating hand-painted contemporary
watercolour illustrations. His clients include the Financial
Times, Stella Artois and Anthropologie.

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF CLOUDSPOTTING
Clouds have held significance in art, science and religion for thousands
of years. Their association with the heavens and the gods can be traced
as far back as around 2000 bce, when the ancient Akkadians believed
that the clouds were the breasts of the sky goddess Antu.
Around 340 bce, Greek philosopher Aristotle gathered together
contemporary knowledge on the weather systems in his treatise entitled
Meteorologica, from which the modern term ‘meteorology’ is derived. In
1803, Luke Howard published his Essay on the Modification of Clouds,
in which he ascribed Latin names to three main categories of clouds:
Cumulus, Stratus and Cirrus. Drawing on the Linnaean classification
system used to divide biological life into class, order, genus and species
he was able to modify these three terms. The high form of Cirrus, for
example, gives rise to Cirrostratus and Cirrocumulus. In this way,
Howard was able to capture the transitions between the forms and
label a sky that is constantly in flux.

GENUS

SPECIES

VARIETIES

FEATURES

Cirrostratus

fibratus

undulatus

Cirrocumulus

lenticularis

lacunosus
undulatus

cavum
mamma
virga

Cirrus

fibratus

radiatus

fluctus
mamma
virga

Nimbostratus
Altostratus

radiatus
undulatus

mamma
virga

Altocumulus

lenticularis
volutus

lacunosus
radiatus
undulatus

asperitas
cavum
fluctus
mamma
virga

Howards’ cloud classifications went on to influence not just the scientific
study of the natural world, but also the arts. Esteemed German writer
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was so grateful for Howards’ work that
he wrote a series of poems dedicated to him. These cloud classifications
are also said to have inspired Percy Bysshe Shelley’s poem, The Cloud.

Stratocumulus

lenticularis
volutus

lacunosus
radiatus
undulatus

asperitas
cavum
fluctus
mamma
virga

Over the following two centuries, many more clouds were identified
and given their own Latin terms, and the practice continues to this day.
The asperitas formation, for example, was officially recognized by the
World Meteorological Organization in 2017. Originally proposed by
the Cloud Appreciation Society in 2008, the campaign was successful
thanks largely to photographic submissions from the cloudspotting
public. As you gaze up at the skies and hone your own identification
skills, perhaps you too will find something new and become part of
cloudspotting history.

Stratus

undulatus

fluctus

THE ALTITUDE MAP
On the front of this sheet you’ll find an altitude map which shows the
shapes and relative heights of the ten main cloud types. All of these
clouds form in the troposphere (the part of the atmosphere where
weather happens). They are divided into low-, mid- and high-level
clouds, according to the altitudes of their bases.
Of the ten main cloud types, Cirrus, Cirrostratus and Cirrocumulus are
considered high-level, occurring more than 6km (20,000 ft) above the
earth’s surface. These ethereal formations consist of ice crystals falling
from the upper reaches of the troposphere and tend to be subtle and
translucent, forming delicate trails across the sky.

arcus
mamma
tuba
virga

Cumulonimbus

Cumulus

radiatus

arcus
fluctus
tuba
virga

Altostratus and Altocumulus clouds form in the mid-level of the
troposphere, at 2–6km (6,500–20,000 ft) altitudes. Altostratus
formations are generally grey and featureless, whereas Altocumulus is
made up of distinct clumps or rolls.
Cumulus, Stratus and Stratocumulus occur in the lowest level of the
troposphere. Cumulus are bright, distinct and separate, while Stratus
and Stratocumulus are layer clouds, greyer and more blanket-like.
The final two main clouds are multi-level. Featureless Nimbostratus
crosses the low- and mid-levels and produces steady and persistent
precipitation, while the towering Cumulonimbus storm cloud traverses
all three levels and bursts with electric energy.

GIFT

Floriography
The Meaning of Flowers
Alice Tye and Rowan Blossom
●● Learn to speak the secret language of flowers:
from orange blossom for innocence to yellow roses
for infidelity, there is a flower for every message
●● Design and illustration style aimed at a trendier
market than the usual flower-related offerings
●● Discover the significance of flowers through the
ages, from mythology to movies
From orange blossom for innocence to yellow roses
for infidelity, flowers have been used to convey
messages for hundreds of years. With Floriography
you can use them to pass secret codes, uncover
hidden feelings and be sure your gifts aren’t getting
lost in translation. Plus, you’ll know never to give
a ranunculus to your mum or orchids to your boss!
As well as their meanings, the 50 illustrated cards
explore the significance of flowers in history, pop
culture and art. Now you truly can say it with
flowers.
AUTHOR

Alice Tye is a London-based oil painter,
whose clients include Moët Hennessy, the
Guardian and the Washington Examiner.

INFO

978 1 78627 891 3
52 cards in box
6⅜ x 4¾ ins

Rowan Blossom is a Notting Hill-based

$16.99

florist who specializes in wild and

APR 2021

natural creations using seasonal blooms.
Her clients include Elle and Matthew
Williamson. She is the author of Living
With Flowers (Laurence King, 2019).

COSMOS

HARMONY

Cosmos

Cosmos were planted by Spanish priests in
their parish gardens in Mexico. They admired
the flowers’ balance and evenly placed petals so
christened them cosmos, derived from the Greek
words for ‘harmony’ and ‘universe’. Perhaps
thanks to their divine heritage, cosmos are
believed to bring harmony, peace and spiritual
order. It is said that a vase of cosmos will restore
balance to your home.
Their large, flat faces are full of character and
they come in a plethora of colours, from white
and yellow to pale pink and magenta. You even get
some showy varieties with bi-coloured petals or a
second row hidden beneath the first. The winecoloured variety, Cosmos atrosanguineus, is known
as chocolate cosmos because its scent matches
everyone’s favourite sweet indulgence. The perfect
combination of flowers and chocolate, it’s a truly
romantic flower which means ‘No-one could love
you more’.
PA I R W I T H
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Poppy, scabiosa or nigella

GAME

Photographic Memory
Match & reveal 25 iconic photos
Joshua Jara Kercher
●● Match the two halves of the images together to
imprint classic photographs on your memory in
this unique new game
●● Learn about 25 world-famous photographers from
Anna Atkins to Martin Parr, and many more
●● A perfect gift for photography fans
Do you ever wish you had a photographic memory?
Imprint 25 classic photographs on your mind by
matching the two halves of the image and
piecing together the history of photography in the
process. Featuring 25 world-famous photographers,
from Dorothea Lange to Steve McCurry, this unique
new memory game is a perfect gift for fans of
photography and art.
AUTHOR

Joshua Jara Kercher is a photographer,
currently based in Florence, Italy.

INFO

978 1 78627 901 9
50 cards in box
5¾ x 4 ins
$16.99
MAY 2021
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GAME

Tree Families
A Card Game for Tree Lovers
Tony Kirkham, illustrations by
Ryuto Miyake
●● A beautiful boxed card game for 2–5 players based
on Go Fish
●● Collect the tree, flower, fruit, and leaf to make
your own complete tree family
●● Beautiful illustrations by Ryuto Miyake, illustrator
of Animal Mah-Jong
Collect all the different component parts of a tree—
leaf, flower, and fruit—plus the tree itself to form a
tree family in this game based on Go Fish. Did you
know that not all trees have fruits and flowers?
Discover eleven of the most beautiful flowering,
fruiting trees with Ryuto Miyake’s stunning, detailed
illustrations and text about each tree written by
Tony Kirkham, the Head of the Arboretum at the
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, London.
AUTHOR

Ryuto Miyake is an illustrator and
graphic designer based in Tokyo, with a
particular interest in the natural world.

978 1 78627 908 8
44 cards in box
4⅝ x 3⅝ ins

Tony Kirkham is the Head of Arboretum,

$14.99

Gardens and Horticulture Services in the

MAY 2021

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, London.
He was awarded an MBE in the Queen’s New
Year’s Honours List 2020 and has authored
six books including, most recently,
Remarkable Trees.
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INFO

GAME

Ocean Playing Cards
Mike Unwin, illustrations by Holly Exley
●● Features standard playing card suits, numbers, and
court cards: can be used in exactly the same way
as standard playing cards
●● Ocean creatures organized by suit: fish, mammals,
shellfish, and the weird and wonderful!
●● Tremendous current interest in oceans
Make a splash at your next card game with
the most spectacular animals from the world’s
oceans. This boxed set of 52 playing cards features
illustrations of ocean mammals, fish, molluscs,
and more, plus two jokers. From familiar favorites
like the clownfish and bottlenose dolphin to the
formidable fangtooth and wonderfully weird
Christmas tree worm, these colorful creatures
will make waves in any game. After you’ve played
your hand, discover fascinating facts about all
54 animals in the accompanying booklet.
AUTHOR

Holly Exley is an illustrator and
watercolor enthusiast based in the UK.
She has illustrated several products for
Laurence King, including Match a Leaf and
Ocean Bingo.

INFO

978 1 78627 902 6
54 cards in box
4⅝ x 3⅝ ins
$14.99
APR 2021

Mike Unwin is an award-winning writer
and editor of books and magazines for
both adults and children, specializing in
wildlife.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Ocean Bingo
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GIFT

Feminist Oracles
Blaze a trail with advice from
50 iconic women
Charlotte Jansen, Illustrations by
Laura Callaghan
●● Next in the bestselling Oracles series
●● Ask the world’s most inspiring women (and
other feminists) for guidance in navigating this
patriarchal world
●● Need advice on breaking the glass ceiling? Find out
what Gloria Steinem would do. Juggling family and
career? Ask Jacinda Ardern. Want to affect societal
change? Angela Davis is at hand.
Be guided and motivated by the world’s most
inspiring women with this creative set of oracle
cards. Need advice on breaking the glass ceiling?
Find out what Gloria Steinem would do. Juggling
family and career? Includes sage advice from
feminist stalwarts such as Simone de Beauvoir and
Emmeline Pankhurst as well as Tarana Burke - the
founder of the Me Too movement - and Malala
Yousafzai. Contains 50 oracle cards plus a booklet
featuring biographies of these feminist gurus.
AUTHOR

Laura Callaghan is an Irish illustrator
whose work is hand-drawn using a mixture
of watercolor, Indian ink, and isograph
pen. Her clients include Tate, Adidas,
and MTV. She is the illustrator of Find
Frida (Laurence King, 2020).

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI ADICHIE

Always exceed your own expectations
We really should all be feminists
Life is messy, be prepared to get your
hands dirty

INFO

978 1 78627 808 1
50 cards in box
6⅜ x 4¾ ins
$16.99
MAR 2021

MARGARET ATWOOD

The answers you get depend on the
questions you ask
An eye for an eye will
make the whole world blind
The little
things give life greater meaning

ALSO AVAILABLE

Art Oracles, Fashion Oracles, Love Oracles, Music Oracles, Success Oracles
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GAME

The Art Game
New edition, fifty cards
James Cahill & Holly Black, illustrations by
Mikkel Sommer
●● Features world-famous modern and contemporary
artists from Matisse and Kahlo, to Damien Hirst
and Tracey Emin
●● This new edition redresses the gender imbalance in
the modern art canon and includes 50/50 male/
female artists
●● Learn fun facts about artists while playing this fun
card game. Biographies of featured artists are also
included in the booklet
Matisse or Kahlo—Hirst or Emin—whose artworks
have been the most influential? The most shocking?
The most expensive? These cards allow art lovers
of all ages to play off popular artists and compare
them to the trailblazing women we should all
know... the battle to redefine the art world is on!
AUTHOR

Mikkel Sommer was born in 1987 in
Copenhagen. He currently works in
illustration, design for animation, and
comic books. He lives in Berlin, Germany,
with his wife and daughter. James Cahill
and Holly Black are freelance art writers

INFO

978 1 78627 718 3
50 cards in box
4⅝ x 3⅝ ins
$14.99
MAR 2021

based in London, UK.
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GIFT

Stallone’s Big Fight
A Movie Jigsaw Puzzle
Little White Lies and Christina Newland
●● Movie Jigsaws are a fun way of celebrating a series
of iconic films, in the same format as the bestselling
The World of Shakespeare literary jigsaw
●● This 1000-piece puzzle shows you the big fight
scene from the movies’ greatest underdog, with
the Italian Stallion in the ring
●● Spot a cast of famous characters as you build the
puzzle, picked out on a fold-out poster which also
includes Rocky facts
Step into the ring with Rocky Balboa and Apollo
Creed in the World Heavyweight Championship
title fight. Meet Rocky’s crew—including Adrian,
Paulie, and Butkus, Stallone’s bullmastiff—and a
huge cast of characters from the Rocky empire and
the wider world of legendary boxing movies. Go the
distance and find all 36 characters to piece together
the rags-to-riches legend of Sylvester Stallone,
the unknown scriptwriter who won big, and Rocky
Balboa, the “Italian Stallion” southpaw underdog
who fought for his self-respect.
AUTHOR

Little White Lies is the leading indie
film magazine, combining cutting-edge
design, illustration, and journalism.
Christina Newland is a New York-born
journalist who has written on film for
The Guardian, VICE, and many others.

INFO

978 1 78627 916 3
1000 pieces and poster
in box
10⅝ x 10⅝ ins
$19.99
MAR 2021

ALSO AVAILABLE

Inside the Chocolate Factory
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GIFT

The World of
Jane Austen
A Jigsaw Puzzle with 60 Characters
and Great Houses to Find
John Mullan, illustrations by Barry Falls
●● This 1000-piece puzzle reimagines Austen’s life and
scenes from her six novels in glorious detail
●● Spot famous fictional characters, fellow writers,
and historical characters as you build the puzzle
●● Includes fun Austen facts on a fold-out poster, just
as in The World of Shakespeare
Piece together the world of Jane Austen, from the
rolling hills of the English counties to the golden
stone of Bath’s majestic city skyline. As you immerse
yourself in the balls, carriages, and proposals of
nineteenth-century England, why not take a turn
around the garden with Mr Knightly, surprise Mr
Darcy at Pemberley, or escape to the seaside with
Anne Elliot? Austen and her real-life contemporaries
can be found amongst unforgettable characters
from all six of her novels. From whispered intrigues
to harmonious weddings, Janeites will delight in the
details as they build this 1000-piece puzzle.
AUTHOR

INFO

Barry Falls is an illustrator based in
Belfast, Northern Ireland. His work has

1000 pieces and poster

appeared in The New York Times and The

in box

Guardian.

10⅝ x 10⅝ ins

Professor John Mullan is Lord Northcliffe

$19.99

Chair of Modern English Literature and

MAR 2021

head of the English department at UCL.

The World

of jane A usten

From a distance, Jane Austen’s Regency England might
look a tranquil place. Yet the elegant drawing rooms
and well-tended gardens of her novels are the scenes
of thwarted passions and comic misunderstandings.
As you build the puzzle, take a turn about the grounds
at Pemberley, stroll down the Royal Crescent in Bath,
visit the Cobb at Lyme Regis or Jane Austen’s own
home in Chawton to find all 60 characters, drawn
from Austen’s novels and life story.

We find Jane Austen 1 in front of her home in the small
village of Chawton in Hampshire, where she wrote all
six of her completed novels. The house was owned by
her wealthy brother, Edward 2 . With her are her brother
(and literary adviser), Henry 3, and her niece Anna 4 ,
herself a would-be author, who often discussed novelwriting with her aunt. Behind her is her sister and
confidante, Cassandra 5 , who often performed domestic
tasks while Jane was writing. Austen’s mother, also
Cassandra 6 , something of a hypochondriac, is sitting on
a bench. Her father died in 1805, over four years before
she and her mother and sister moved to Chawton.
Jane and Cassandra are unmarried. Jane had at least one
proposal, when she was in her late twenties, from a man
younger than her, Harris Bigg-Wither. He was the brother
of friends. She accepted him one evening, but, having slept
on it, turned him down next morning. When she was much
younger, she took a fancy to a clever young Irishman,
Tom Lefroy 7. He can be spotted in his distinctive white
morning coat, which he supposedly wore in imitation of
the raffish hero of Henry Fielding’s novel, Tom Jones.
Up the lane from Jane Austen’s home is the Elizabethan
Chawton House, owned by Jane’s brother Edward, who
became wealthy after being adopted by rich childless
relatives. After his wife, Elizabeth, died in 1808, he was
left with eleven children 8 . He lived mainly in Kent, but
also came to stay in Chawton. At the edge of the Chawton
House grounds is Chawton Church, where Jane Austen’s
mother and sister are buried.
In Sense and Sensibility, the three Dashwood sisters and
their widowed mother have moved to a cottage in Devon.
Vivacious Marianne Dashwood 9 has sprained her ankle
running down a steep hill and is being carried home by the
dashing Willoughby 10 . His hunting dogs 11 follow them,
with her younger sister, Margaret 12 . At the cottage, her
elder sister, Elinor 13 , is completing one of her drawings,
watched by the admiring Edward Ferrars 14 . Elinor loves
him, but wonders whether he loves her.
Elsewhere, we can spot other characters from the same
novel. Cunning Lucy Steele 15 has married Edward’s
coarse but rich brother, Robert 16 , and is speeding off
to their honeymoon by the sea, in Dawlish. The foolish
but benevolent Sir John Middleton 17, who has rented
the cottage to the Dashwoods, is accompanied by his
mother-in-law, the cheerful, vulgar Mrs Jennings 18 .
In rural Gloucestershire, Catherine Morland 19 is a guest
at Northanger Abbey, the family home of the amusing
Henry Tilney 20, whom she has met in Bath. Catherine
is reading one of the Gothic novels that she loves, Anne
Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho. Meanwhile, Henry
is arguing with his father, General Tilney 21 , who has
discovered that Catherine is not rich and is about to
tell her to go home. A carriage awaits. Henry’s elder
brother, Captain Tilney 22 , is carrying on a flirtation
with the fickle Isabella Thorpe 23 , who is supposed
to be engaged to Catherine’s brother, James.
In Bath, Sir Walter Elliot 24 and his eldest daughter,
Elizabeth 25 , from Austen’s last novel, Persuasion,
promenade through the fashionable streets. Sir Walter
has moved to Bath because his extravagance has led to
his having to rent out his ancestral home. His new tenant
is Admiral Croft 26 . He and Mrs Croft 27 (one of the few
happily married couples in Austen’s fiction) are also
visitors to Bath. They enjoy driving together in their gig.
Other characters from Persuasion, including the heroine,
Anne Elliot 28 , are visiting Lyme Regis, a fashionable

seaside resort in Dorset, where Jane Austen also went
on holiday. They have walked out onto the Cobb, the
extraordinary curling harbour wall. The party includes
Captain Wentworth 29, whose marriage proposal Anne
turned down eight years earlier but whom she still loves.
There is also Anne’s complaining younger sister, Mary 30,
and her husband, Charles Musgrove 31 , as well as Charles’s
sisters, Louisa 32 and Henrietta 33 , and the melancholy
Captain Benwick 34. Captain Wentworth has been carrying
on a flirtation with the bubbly Louisa. Anne watches as
Louisa jumps down from the Cobb into Captain Wentworth’s
arms. A split second later, he will have failed to catch
her and she will fall senseless to the ground.

2
5

Elsewhere in the garden, Julia is cross to find herself
in the company of the rich but stupid Mr Rushworth,
who is looking for the erring Maria. Even worse, they
encounter Julia’s aunt, the officious Mrs Norris 52 ,
who is busy, as usual, ordering a servant around.
In the grounds of Donwell Abbey, Surrey – the rambling
old home of Mr Knightley53 – the midsummer strawberry
picking party is well underway. Austen’s heroine, Emma 54 ,
watches the drama unfolding, but only half understands
what is really going on. Mr Knightley is walking with
Emma’s dim-witted but pretty protegé, Harriet Smith 55 .
To one side is Jane Fairfax 56 , wilting from the heat
(unknown to Emma, she is distressed because the man
she loves, Frank Churchill 57, has not turned up). Emma’s
father, the hypochondriac Mr Woodhouse 58 , is a rather
reluctant guest; anything except staying at home is too
much for him. Outside, Mrs Elton 59, in absurd ‘large
bonnet’, with basket, is picking strawberries and talking
incessantly. There is a view of nearby Abbey Mill Farm,
where young Mr Robert Martin 60, gentleman farmer, is
at work, watched by his sister and mother. He loves Harriet,
but Emma has persuaded her to turn him down in order
to find a husband of higher rank. Unsuspected by Emma,
Harriet now has her sights on Mr Knightley, the man who
is surely best suited to be Emma’s eventual husband.
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Elizabeth’s younger sisters, Lydia 42 and Kitty Bennet 43 ,
are having a delightfully flirtatious time with some scarletuniformed officers 44 from the militia. Lydia will end up
eloping with one of these, Wickham, when her father
allows her to go off to Brighton with a friend.
Austen’s novels are full of large country houses. One of the
oldest and most beautiful is Sotherton, which features in
Mansfield Park. The novel’s heroine, Fanny Price 45 , visits
it with the cousins with whom she lives, Maria 46 and Julia
Bertram 47, and their brother Edmund 48 . Sotherton belongs
to Mr Rushworth 49, to whom Maria Bertram is engaged.
Sotherton has a large landscape garden, complete with
an artificial ‘wilderness’, where some of the young people
are up to all sorts of fun and games. Maria is roaming the
grounds with the alluring, amoral Henry Crawford 50.
Henry’s fashionable sister, Mary 51 , is charming the smitten
Edmund (whom Fanny secretly loves). Fanny, exhausted
by the heat, can only sit on a bench and watch, in dismay.

11
8

1

In Pride and Prejudice, the heroine, Elizabeth 35 , travels
from her family home in Hertfordshire to Derbyshire, with
her favourite Aunt and Uncle, Mr and Mrs Gardiner 36 .
Here she visits Mr Darcy’s 37 grand house, Pemberley,
which is open to genteel visitors while he is away. He returns
unexpectedly and he and Elizabeth meet each other in the
grounds. Both of them blush deeply.
Elizabeth has not seen Mr Darcy since she rejected his
marriage proposal when she was in Kent, visiting her
friend Charlotte 38 . In Kent we can see Charlotte, now
married to the solemn and foolish clergyman, Mr Collins 39.
As well as enduring her husband, whom she has married
for the sake of financial security, Charlotte must put up
with regular visits to the self-important local aristocrat,
Lady Catherine de Bourgh 40, a wealthy widow. Here we
see Mr and Mrs Collins meeting Lady Catherine and her
daughter, Anne 41 , outside her house, Rosings. The vicarage
in which they live is in the shadow of this showy house.

978 1 78627 911 8
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The World of Shakespeare
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GIFT

The Mythical World
A Jigsaw Puzzle Filled with
Fantastical Creatures
Good Wives and Warriors
●● Created by Good Wives and Warriors, an
internationally renowned duo of illustrators, and
authors of Myth Match and Mythopedia
●● A magical jigsaw puzzle full of mythical creatures
from all over the world - learn about these
legendary creatures as you build the puzzle
●● Includes fold-out poster with a guide to the image
Piece together a fantastical map of the world
as you’ve never seen it before: a magical place
full of mythical creatures! Chart your way across
continents and oceans built from the stuff of
myths and legends and you will pass the winged
Pegasus of Ancient Greece, come face to face with
Anansi the Spider in West Africa and fly over the
powerful Thunderbird of North America. Combining
mythology and folklore from all across the globe,
this 1000-piece jigsaw enables you to experience the
fabled creatures in their places of creation, all from
the comfort of your living room.
AUTHOR

Becky Bolton and Louise Chappell have
been working collaboratively as Good
Wives and Warriors since 2007, soon after
graduating from the Painting Department
at The Glasgow School of Art. They divide

978 1 78627 919 4
1000 pieces and poster
in box
10⅝ x 10⅝ ins

their time between designing large-scale

$19.99

installations and undertaking design

MAY 2021

commissions for companies in the UK and
abroad.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Mythopedia
Myth Match
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INFO

GIFT

The World of Yayoi
Kusama
A Jigsaw Puzzle
Hettie Judah, illustrations by
Laura Callaghan
●● This 1000-piece puzzle features the world of Yayoi
Kusama in mind-blowing detail
●● Spot famous figures, fellow artists, and references
to her works as you build the puzzle
●● Includes fun facts about Kusama’s life and work
printed on a fold-out poster
Piece together the world of Yayoi Kusama in this
art jigsaw puzzle that tells the story of her life and
art. From 1960s New York to today’s Tokyo, there’s
a huge cast of extras – her friends, lovers, and
collaborators. Discover references to her artworks
and her love of the polka dot.
AUTHOR

Laura Callaghan is a London-based Irish
illustrator. Her work is hand-drawn using
a mixture of watercolor, Indian ink,
and isograph pen. Clients include Tate,
Adidas, and MTV. She is the illustrator

INFO

978 1 78627 933 0
1000 pieces and poster
in box
10⅝ x 10⅝ ins

of Find Frida and The World of Frida

$19.99

Kahlo (Laurence King, 2020).

JUN 2021

Hettie Judah is senior art critic on the
British newspaper The I, and contributor
to many other publications, books, and
exhibition catalogs. She is the editor
of the guide Art London (2019) and Frida
Kahlo (Laurence King 2020).
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GIFT

The World of Alice
in Wonderland:
A Jigsaw Puzzle
Rachel Snider, illustrations by Brett Ryder
●● A 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle capturing the much
loved stories from Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass and
What Alice Found There
●● Discover beloved characters, memorable scenes and
hidden cultural references within the imaginative
artwork and explored further in the fold-out A2 poster
●● Part of the bestselling World of ... jigsaw puzzle series
Go down the rabbit hole and create your own
adventures in Wonderland with this curiouser and
curiouser 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle. From the Mad
Hatter’s tea party to the Jabberwocky poem, the
Cheshire Cat and Tweedledum and Tweedledee,
rediscover all the best characters, memorable scenes
and cultural references from the Alice stories with
this beautifully surreal and surprising jigsaw. Alice
fans young and old will delight in the fun facts
and interesting insights behind the stories with the
accompanying fold-out poster.
AUTHOR

Created by award-winning illustrator
Brett Ryder with text by Alice expert,
theater maker, performer and writer
Rachel Snider

INFO

978 1 78627 949 1
1000 pieces and poster
in box
10⅝ x 10⅝ ins
$19.99
APR 2021
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